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CHAPTER THREE

PART ONE: THE INFLUENCE OF THE HISTORICAL
TRADITION OF GREECE ON ELYTIS' POETRY OF HIS SECOND PERIOD (1945-60)

The first aspect of Elytis' use of the Greek cultural tradition

in his second period to be examined is a new awareness of history.

The new emphasis on history is probably the first thing to strike a

reader: all but one
1
 of the works of the second period are inspired

by Greek historical events of the twentieth century, such as the Albanian

Campaign, the Second World War, and the Civil War.
2

The fact that these three events are wars indicates that Elytis'

new awareness of history focusses in particular on Greece's long

historical struggle for freedom. Apart from the wars mentioned above,

Elytis also refers to the 1821 Revolution, the Balkan Wars, and periods

from Byzantine and Ancient history.

The inspiration for this was Elytis' own involvement in the

Albanian Campaign in which he served as a second lieutenant. 3
 As he

writes in a letter to Kimon Friar, 4
 this experience made a deep

impression on him, and amidst all the snow and cold, lice, mud, and

machine-gun fire, it was the groans of the heavily wounded, who were

being carried on stretchers to the rear,
5
 that most affected him:

1. 'Erl Itau pua T&IEUc yea TOV ovpayo.

2. The emphasis on history is in complete contrast with the poetry
of the first period: there is not a single reference to any
historical event or period in either HpooavaToXuapou or 'nuos o
ROWTOC.

3. For details about ,Elytis' involvement in the Albanian Campaign,
see Vitti, KpuTom patETri, pp. 332-3; A. AaaxaAoRotAos, op.cit.,
pp. 261-2; Friar, 'Odysseus Elytis', pp. 176-8. Elytis also
briefly refers to the war in AvouxT4 XapTucl, p. 295.

4. Friar, ibid., pp. 177-8.

5. This scene is reproduced in To 'ACuov EGTt:, p. 31, lines 32-7.
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They made me swear an oath in the name of the
Resurrection of that brave Hellenic Hero, who
had become for me now the Second Lieutenant of
the Albanian Campaign, that I might advance
into battle with this talisman of my lyrical
idea.6

Armed with this "lyrical idea", he was stubbornly determined to survive

not only the battles in which he fought,
7
 but also the typhus that

struck him down afterwards, 8 so that he might realize and embody it;

he wrote that he felt a poetic need had kept him alive.
9

Some critics have tried to identify the avauTtoXoxay6g of Elytis'

poem with an actual person, notably George Sarandaris; 10 others have

6. Friar, ibid., p. 178.

7. He called these "the first phase of my battle with Death." (loc.
cit.) See also AvouxTec XapTat, pp. 294-5. "X&pog" is mentioned
twice in 'Aapa ripwUx6 xaL Tctvupo yua TOV xaptvo av-aultoAoxay0 
Trig AA(3avtag (p. 26, line 7; p. 30, line 5) and once in
H xaXou6vil aTLg Auxorcoputg (Part VII, line 30).

8. For details, see AvouxT& XapTudt, pp. 296-8; Friar, ibid., pp.
178-9.

9. Friar, ibid., p. 179.

10. Such an identification is not surprising, as Sarandaris, who
died on February 26, 1941 from hardships suffered through his
participation in the Albanian Campaign, had been a good friend
of Elytis. Elytis mentions him frequently in AvouxTa XapTat,
and devotes more than a page to his death, referring to "TUS
axAnplg TApeg Trig AXP,avt!ag n (ibid., p. 284). He has also
written a poem about Sarandaris, included in Ta ETEpoe-aXII:
"Tn aTuypn TOU ,aavOtTou aou &Ccupva Tu yclavE Otvog". See also
Vitti, KpLT1,74) 	 p. 226, n. 5; K. E(paboo, MLa Rpoalyyuan 
GTO < eAapa npwl.:716 xau nb.) ..aupo yua TON) XaaVO avunoXoxotY6 Trig 
AXO.avi,ag>> TOO 06uaa6a EX6Tn, Ex56acug «HaTclxii »	 Athens,
1984, p. 41.
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concentrated on an apparent autobiographical element.
11 However, from

Elytis' mention (in the quotation above) of a "brave Hellenic hero"

it becomes clear that the hero of 'Aapa nowUx6 xau R6v ,Dupo yua TOV 

XallEvo aveuRoXoxay6 'Ens AARavCas is not an actual person, but rather

an immortal figure who embodies all those Greek fighters who died in

a struggle for freedom,
12 a modern Digenis Akritas. 13 As Elytis wrote

to Friar:

The virtues which I found embodied and living in
my comrades formed in synthesis a brave young man
of heroic stature, one whom I saw in every period
of our history. They had killed him a thousand
times, and a thousand times had he sprung up
again breathing and alive.14

Thus, if the second lieutenant of 'Aapa wax6 xau Rtve. upo yua TOV 

XotPL)0 avDuRoXoxay6 Tris AX13avi,as is a symbolic figure representing

generations of fighters from every period of Greek history then it

follows that the historical background against which the work is set

will not be restricted to the Albanian Campaign, but will encompass

other periods as well. This indeed was Elytis' aim, the fulfilment

of his vow made during the battle, "... to give form to the Second

Lieutenant of the Albanian Campaign on multiple levels and woven

together with the traditions of Greek history ...".
15

This interweaving of

several periods of history is exemplified in the two most important

works of the poetry of Elytis' second period, 'Aapa nowUx6 xau TEL).e'upo 

yua TOV xapLo avaulcoAoxay6 Tns AX[3aviiac and To 'Auov Ea-rt.

11. Personal details from the poet's own experiences in the Albanian
Campaign are reproduced in 'Aapa riputxO xau TEL)e-,}to yua TOV 

XotIlL)o avuRoXoxay6 Tnc AXI3avida. Firstly the soldier's rank
recalls Elytis' own role in the struggle; furthermore the phrase
"Ta pcAay &	 Axpoxcpatvua" (ibid., p. 21, line 8) refers to the
region where he fought. (See Friar, 'Odysseus Elytis', p. 178:
"Later with an order in my pocket I set out to meet my new army
unit at the front somewhere between the Akrokeravnia Mountains
and Tepeleni.")

12. ZcpatXXou, op.cit., pp. 11, 13.

13. There is, of course, an indirect reference to Digenis (p. 26,
lines 5-7) as well as to that Classical warrior, Achilles (p. 25,
line 15).

14. Friar, "Odysseus Elytis", p. 178.

15. Ibid., p. 179.
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Obviously the most important historical period dealt with in

'Aapa flpwtx(5 itau RN-aupo yua TOV Xapdvo av ,avitoXoxayO Tris AXP.avL‘s,

and the one which forms the basis of the work is 1940-1, i.e., the

years of the Albanian Campaign. Not only the title, but also other

phrases specify that this struggle is taking place in Albania:

Ta P,ouv& Tns AXI3aviia 13povTlave.
16

Movecx' and Ta ticAav&	 AxpoxepaNual7

Kau RLUge 0-1A jt ^pnvwvTas n AAJ3avt,(5a R6p6uxa18

References to the Italians as the enemy are less obvious. Elytis
, 19describes "Kay ou ROU Ena4Cay TO Immo"	 as wearing "TTepa GTO

ptroyno",
20 

an allusion to their uniform,
21
 and the metaphor of the

approaching war is "TO o6pXuaapa Tng ouvveToX6xauvac% 22 (It is

interesting to note that the wolf is a motif in another poem of the
,

period, H xaXoAvil GTL, XuxoRopuc. 
23)

In terms of the Greeks' struggle for freedom, a more significant

war than the Albanian Campaign might be the 1821 War of Independence;

this is introduced into the work as a "second level" of history, giving

the modern struggle a greater depth and significance.

16. 'Aapa wax; xau RL-aupo yua TOV xalAvo avelYg oAoxay(5 -Ens Anavi,as,
p. 19, line 24. Cf. p. 20, line 5.

17. Ibid., p. 21, line 8. (See note 11 above.)

18. Ibid., p. 33, line 8.

19. This line is repeated 3 times in Poem IA:

KeNou TOO snatEav TO xaxo
o

XaVOVTUV pcoa GTO paupo auyvETo

Ke6VOL TOO cirrylEav TO xaxO	 TOO R1-')6 patIpo atlyvccpo

KE6VOL ROU eTcp&Eav TO /101710	 TOUC Tulpe pal3po al3yveTo.
(lines 1-4, 12, 18)

20. Ibid., p. 29, line 5.

21. ZTatUou, op.cit., p. 65;	 Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 181.

22. i llopot nowtxO xau RL ,aupo yua TOV XaPLO avauRoAoxayO Tns AAP.avidaS,
p. 11, line 8. This is a possible reference to the wolf of Rome,
as well as being an effective image (cf. "Fifth Reading" in To

—'ACuo y EaT(,).

23. "AxouppaaTaTE Tn 0WV1) TOO .X6/100" (Poem VII, lines 10, 11, 17,
22); " .e.a 0)(priocu o Gloc" (Ibid., line 31). See also AAP.avu&Sa,
lines 105, 108.
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An allusion to the Greek War of Independence is seen in the

reference to Odysseus Androutsos:

r6lAt GOU HU EGU xwpuaTopouapouXuc; ROU avTpciacues
KWDE 11015 ',EXe n&pcu AvTpol5Tao Ta oveupci TOU'24

and the final section is also suggestive:

Tou xOupou n RLO OWOTT1 OTL 1fl GTIPUUVEL.

EXcue.epa
'EAAn y es pEa'aTa GHOTEUV4 óElAVOUV TO Spopo
EAEY0EPIA 25

In the triumphant end to the work, u n EnavOtaTaaus" has become un

AvdaTaous", the Resurrection of the Hellenic hero. 26

H HaXOGUV11 GTUC Xuxonopucc was published in 1947, two years

after 'Aapa lipcoUxO xau TA-e'upo yua TON) Xap£V0 avuRoloxayO TrIs Anavt:as,

and the passage of time is indicated in the original inspiration for

the work: whereas 'Aapa npcoUxO Rau TA ,aupo yua TOV xapLo ave-unoA0XaY8 

TT)C AA(iavt'ag was born out of the Albanian Campaign, H HaX00A/1 GTUS 

Xuxonopues was inspired by later events 27
 and in this sense it acts

as a transition between the two major works
28
 of this period.

24. 'Ana nptaxd xau TuL) ,aumo yua TOV X041L)0 aV ..aUROn.OX IDINO 'Ens Wavidas,
p. 27, lines 12-3. Here again is the suggestion of the autobio-
graphical element (see footnote 11): the name Odysseus Androutsos
parallels Elytis' own (Odysseus Alepoudhelis). In Engonopoulos'
M1toAu4p (written 1942-3, the same period as Elytis' work) a
parallel is also drawn between the hero and Androutsos. (N.
Eyyovono6Xou, MnoXu0p, 4th edition, 'Ixapos, Athens, 1983, p. 14,
lines 12-3; p. 15, lines 17-9; p. 16, lines 1-4). See also
AvouxTA XapTu(1, pp. 270, 292; Elytis also mentions Androutsos in
0 pultpds. VUUTtX0S, p. 111, line 1.

25. 'Aapa npwtx6 xau TEL ,aupo yua TOV xapL)o ay..aumAoxayO Tnc AX3avi!olg,
p. 35, lines 2-5.

26. See section on Religious tradition; cf. also the topic of meteorism
in Chapter 1.

27. Vitti (KpuTuxii pcXLn, p. 178) states that this work originates
from the Decembrian riots of 1944, while Argyriou, op.cit., p. 62,
believes that the Occupation in general was the inspiration.

28. Argyriou, in fact, says that it is his opinion that To 'Auov EGTL 

was born out of H xaAo6uvn UTUC XuxoTcopuEg (ibid., pp. 62, 72).
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Nevertheless in style and content H xaXoa6vfl UTUg Xuxonopa 

is ihas a closer affinity with 'HXuog o 11. 4Tog;
29 

it s interesting to note

that the former, although a work of the second period and inspired by

historical events, has only one historical reference, which is to the

Turkish Occupation. 30

This new approach, and consciousness of Greece's history, where

"the various periods of Greek history co-exist and interact, enriching

and informing each other" 31 finds its best expression in To 'AEuov EaTt'.

Like 'Aapa ripaxO xau TA .aupo yua TOV xapLo av-aincoAoxayO Tnc Anaviiac,

the work does have a "central" period of history upon which it is

based; in this case it is the Second World War, encompassing the

Albanian Campaign, the German Occupation and the Resistance and the

subsequent Civil War. In fact the middle, and longest, part of To

'guov EGT, "Ta 11&011" is divided into three sections that correspond

to these three periods in Greek history.

The Albanian War receives a much more realistic, and less epic,

treatment in To ' AELOV EUTli than in 'Aapa il lowUxO xau TcL) .e-upo yua TOV 

Xalicvo ave-uTcoXoxayo Tng AXI3avt',ag:
32
 here the personal hardships, the

suffering and feelings of individual Greeks and prototypes, 33
 are

emphasized in the First and Second Readings, which deal with this

period. 34
The soldiers show stoic resistance to such elements as the

29. Indeed, the last three sections of H xaAoaLvfl aTug XuxoicopLj,
that is, Parts V, VI, VII were initially to be part of '11Xuog o 
TupwTog, but they were censored by the German authorities (during
the Occupation). (Apyup(ou, ibid., p. 61; Vitti, ibid., pp. 177-9,
196-7, 211.)

30. "BpaxouXafts uou 4puxvav (PWTA

Tov xaupo ROU n priT4a aou
Eav pct Ravayua puxpl5"

(Part II,

31. M. Levitt, op.cit., p. 14.

TOO TOLPXOU

lines 10-12)

32. As Maronitis (op.cit., pp. 70-1) points out, nature imagery is
used in the earlier work to describe the war, and the "climate".
This is particularly noticeable in the first two sections.

33. In the Second Reading, two of the characters are called "o Aoxi,ac
o Z6ng" and "AeuT4rig" ; The latter also appears in the Fourth
Reading, and in AXISavuaaa (line 38).

34. It is the Readings, in To ' ACUOV EGT(,, that present the theme of
historical tradition, as they are the only sections written within
the framework of historical time.
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mud and rain,
35
 the lice,

36
, the hunger,

37
 the continual exhaustion

38

that comes from having to march during the night-time,
39
 and the

evidence of death that confronts them.

... TO pOvo nou npoaxapc 7'1-ra y CHaVE OG

(PWVEC pcaa aTa axoTcuva	 <<0 ou.pava
pou>>, <<ou ou p&va pou>>, xau X&UOTE, ULO

an&vua, Eva TCOLATO pouaavuapa, COuo poxakriTO,
no6 'Acyav, Ouou tpave, avau auT6g o pOyxoc
TOU ..hATOU. 40

The Italians, the Fascist "Black Shirts", are also portrayed in a

different, less objective light and are frequently mentioned in the

company of other invaders of Greece:

ETteu5 .6 noXXoC Topav TO pcAavO noux&puao
xau iaXou puXav Try yX6aaa TWO xoupoypuXXidwv
xau avau ou QpooCtyou	 OL ' MEGTOU TOO Ncpo6
ou ELTO(pO3OL xau OL IlcXu8vot', xau ou Ncox6vOopcc 41

HPOAN
pc Ta Xpo a acupTiTua

Ta ncTcuvc`c TOO Bopp& xau Trls AVOGTOVIC Ta -ariga!
Kau Tr] a&pxa pou aTa 6,150 poup&CovTas . . .42

35. To '181uov 	 p. 30, lines 14-6; p. 31, lines 18-20.

36. Ibid., p. 30, lines 19-22.

37. Loc.cit., line 19; p. 32, lines 3-4.

38. Ibid., p. 30, lines 13-4, 16-7, line 22.

39. Loc.cit., lines 13-4, lines 23-5; p. 31, lines 3-5.

40. Ibid., p. 31, lines 32-7.

41. Ibid., p. 23, lines 25-8.	 Psalm A (p. 27, lines 6-7) also refers
to the "Black Shirts":

16,o6 cy6 xaTavTuxp6
TOO pcXavol5 QoptpaTos TWO anocpaaualitvwv

with "anooaauaptvwv" being an example of Elytis' love of word
play (= anO (pacTuaTjiv).

42. Ibid., p. 43, lines 1-4. "Ta TCETCLOCCI" refers to the Italians
and Germans (cf. "(pTcpa GTO litTurco" allusion in 'Aapa nowUx6 
xau  TEML110 yua TOO xaptvo ave-unoXoxayo Tnc AAISavt!,a, p. 29,
line 5) and "Ta ,anga" to the Bulgarians.
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Such references to the "barbaric" invaders of Greece serves to

emphasize Greece's innocent
43 role in her history of invasions.

'ETTotaav
vTupcvou <<oaou>>,

otpcTpriTcs ooag ou cx4ot'd toy ...
44

The Third and Fourth Readings,
45 and middle section of "Ta

Tf&an", deal with various aspects of the Occupation: the Resistance; 46

the widespread starvation during the winter of '41-42;
47
 the executions

in retaliation for acts of resistance;
48 raids by the S.S.; 49 and the

presence of Greek traitors. 50 The tone is even more bleak than that

of the Albanian section, and there is also a change in the narrative:

Elytis employs the first person plural to relate events in the first

two Readings (indicating his personal involvement in the actual

Campaign), whereas he uses the impersonal third person in the Readings

dealing with the Occupation and Resistance. In Keeley's view, "the

voice is most alive in the early Readings". 51 Certainly there is more

realistic detail in the two Readings based on Elytis' Albanian Campaign

experiences, whereas the Readings that are devoted to the Occupation

and Resistance (in which Elytis did not participate) are more successful

in portraying a general atmosphere of horror rather than relating any

specific historical events with any accuracy.

43. This is a recurring theme in To 'Auov EGTL, expressed in such
phrases as "Moi!pot TWV waj ov" (p. 27, lines 11, 22); "ASOtoot', pdg
cycAaaav!" (p. 43, line 23) and in images that portray the eternal,
historic and natural elements of Greece being defiled by the
invaders:

OU EX'aGOU pOU

TO RapR4Xauo xj)pot RaTj.IVTOGg.

Kau TO x6pot Scv bScac 1COT6 pc Tr] TT6psvot Toys.
(p. 42, lines 3-5)

44. Loc.cit., lines 1-3, 23-5.

45. Psalms Z' and H' (pp. 42, 43) are also devoted to the theme of
the Occupation.

46. "Third Reading", passim.

47. Ibid., p. 45, lines 10-1.

48. Loc.cit., lines 28-30; "Fourth Reading", passim.

49. Ibid., p. 45, lines 15-27; "Fourth Reading", passim.

50. "Fourth Reading", p. 50, lines 17-21.

51. E. Keeley, 'The Voices of Elytis' The Axion Esti', p. 698.
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The poet returns to first person narrative in the Fifth Reading,

"H AuV1 TWV npoiS&Twv", an allegorical piece about the Civil War, and

the Sixth Reading, the "Hpo T nTux6v". However the first person

(singular) is more the voice of the poet/prophet than any indicator

of personal experience, 52 and as such is more an allegory than

historical narrative, and lacking in the personal detail that had

characterized the early Readings:

xc napes, v'aXAciEu o xaupOs, paxpuc't GTO

paupa6u TWV VETWV xau aup& GTO xon461, TWV

avepconwy 	13.aaCavE xaTancl you GTOV

evav o LAoc,	 yvwptovTac o Lag TOV

LAO. Kau anp&SeuE xaT jt ita-rpa o yuoc xau
xaT'aftpTo6 , puxp4 o pcy&Xo. lou RoW
anuToAnopeuvavE aTn p6an, xau noAAes yuyaiixEs
anavwT jt 61)(5 xau TpEUS cpoaS paupoToaaavE. 53

The Albanian Campaign, the Second World War (with specific

reference to the Occupation and Resistance in Greece), and the

subsequent Civil War form the main background, with the Readings in

particular concentrating on these periods in history. However there

is also a second level of history presented in To 'ALov EGT(,, one

which was also apparent in 'Aa npwtx; xau ntvaupo yua TOV xapEvo 

avaunoXoxayO TriC Wavi,as. : the 1821 War of Independence.

At a very basic level, the German/Italian Occupation is seen as

a 20th century parallel to the many years of Turkish Rule. 54
Elytis

emphasizes this association in his evocation of the first public

demonstration of the Greek Resistance: 55

52. Of the three voices in "Ta Ilet&I" (first person plural for First
and Second Readings, third person for Third and Fourth, and
first person singular for the last two) this is considered to
be the least effective (see Keeley, ibid, p. 697).
Kokolis makes a further distinction between the prophet/poet of
the Fifth Reading, and the Poet of the Sixth Reading. (E.Kox(SXflc,
rUa TO <<t AELOV EGTU > > TOU EATTI: pua opuaTuxO6 puaoTcAcuwpLn
avaywan, University Studio Press, Thessalonica, 1984, pp. 140-1.)

53. "Fifth Reading", pp. 59-60.

54. Keeley and Savidis, op.cit., p. 10.

55. This took place on March 25, 1942 in Athens.
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Kai ETCELM ait,pwvc fl ptpa nou TO IIVOC:aXE
GUVOLO Va yuopTc!cceu TON) WO EnHWIA, TTY ptpa
TECIXu	 opixavc )(La Tnv 'ECo5o. 56

Likewise the swearing of oaths to join the Resistance
57 is viewed by

,
Lignadis as reminiscent of the (DuAuxil ETaupcua.

58

Continuing this allegory, a connection is made between the 1821
59

fighters, and the present day Greek soldiers. 	 Prior to the

Occupation, the poet makes an impassioned appeal to previous defenders

of Greece to protect the nation:

Bon .a6s xau axtun pas 'An KavcIpn!
Bon .Ag xau axtnn pas 'An Muao6An!

,
Bon ,a6g tau axtnn pag AyL& MayTw!

60

However, it is not only the naval leaders who are invoked; in the

First Reading, the soldiers in the Albanian Campaign are "accompanied"

by klephts and other heroes of previous generations:

KancTavatt,ou aytXaaTou pc TO mccpaXonCtvu, Hata
nanCtOcg	 Aoxi,cg TOO 97 11 TOO 12,
pnaXT71,5cg inoaupa naves an' TOV (,)po acujwTag
TO ICAtHL, ancX&Tcg xau axouTapocoOpou pc TO

,
ai,pa cnCtvw TOO am6pn Boupy&pwv xau Toupxwv. 

61

56. To 'ACuov EaTt!, p. 45, lines 7-8.

57. "0 mpucpOg Opmos pea aTa CHOTEUVjl" (ibid., p. 43, line 20).

58. Auyv(!tOng, op.cit., p. 154.

59. Cf. Ritsos' PwpuoAvn.

60. To 'Muov EaTt, p. 41, lines 23-5.

61. Ibid., p. 31, lines 8-12. The notion of these present-day soldiers
representing another link in the chain of Greek freedom fighters
(and thus a vivid portrayal of the "historical tradition" element)
is stressed by Elytis in the preceding sentence:

MOvc as va nnyai,vapc pnouXo6xu aVjOtaTO, .aappo6acs,
an' AXE S TL ycvutg	 TUC xpovag, &XAO1 TWV

Tw fouvc'ov mauaw mu OAXOL noW naAu6v, na 'XaV
XEUX&VEL an' Ta ncadaaua ytvua.

(loc.cit., lines 6-8)

Keeley comments that this expression of the historical tradition
is "too direct for my taste". ('The Voices of Elytis' The Axion
Esti', p. 699).

[Lignadis (op.cit., p. 111) points out that Elytis has obviously
used a wrong word in this passage: pnaXTcfig actually means "bee-
keeper". (He should have used pnaXTaTcfi bec - from o pnaXTC‘g, axe).]
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Thus not only the fighters of the Greek War of Independence but

also those of the Balkan Wars and even the Byzantine border guards are

identified with the Modern Greek soldiers. Such an identification is

an expression of the theme of the historical tradition of Greece, and

part of Elytis' personal mythology.

Byzantine history, as a natural extension of the Byzantine-

based framework of the work (discussed in the following section), is

also present. This can be seen not only in the quotation above

("... ancX&Te xau axouTapocpOpou ..."),
62 

but also in the list of

"barbarians" in Psalm IA':

EcA6oUxou ponaXocoOpou xapa6oxay.
Xay4vou opvcoxtcpaXou ISuaao5opo6v.

EHUXOHOLTEC tc L vExp6ouTou HL cpc43opavEt!,
xonpoxpaTav TO ptUov. 63

"Chagan" is the Byzantine word for the leader of the barbarian races

from the East that invaded the Empire, and "EcX5o6xou" refers to

the Seljuks, the 11-13th century Turkish tribes who preceded the

Ottoman Empire.

There are also references to Ancient history in order to complete

the line of historical tradition; these references also convey a sense

of the continuity of invasions, and the Greeks' never ending struggle

for their freedom:

TON HAOYTO 56v tOcolcc TOTE GC ptva
TOV oXotva Epnpo64lEvo am') TLS (pUXES TWV Huapwv

xau an' auTts n&Xu aXaCovux6, oXotva, 6oEacOpevo!
'EXaf3e TOV BOTpu o Bopatg

xau TOV ETaxu o NoTo ...
64

The allusion to Bucephalus
65
 is meant to evoke the figure of Alexander

the Great, and the mention of the famous fresco of Knossos recalls the

62. AncXOtTeg were border guards of the Byzantine period.

63. 'Auov 	 p. 54, lines 17-21. Note the spelling of
"acA6co6xou" (normally ucAToOxou).

64. Ibid., p. 34, lines 1-5.

65. Ibid., p. 64, line 17.
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Minoan Civilization. 66
 However, Elytis' emphasis is not on this

period, but on contemporary events, and the Greek War of

Independence (and Byzantine History to a lesser extent).

This section has attempted to examine the first aspect of

Elytis' use of the Greek cultural tradition in his second period,

namely a new awareness of the country's history. In particular the

poet focusses on Greece's many historical struggles for freedom and

this emphasis is reflected in the fact that all but one of Elytis'

works of the second period are inspired by twentieth century conflicts.

It was shown that Elytis' new interest in the Greek historical

tradition was prompted to a great extent by his own involvement in

the Albanian Campaign. However, the hero of 'Aolla npui:HO mat, ntvupo 

yua TOV XlaptV0 otyunoxoxay6 Tres AX13avidag is not simply a self-portrait,

or even an actual person, but rather a symbolic figure who embodies

all those Greek figures who died in a struggle for freedom; parallelling

this, Elytis provides a background that is based on more than one

"level" of history and not restricted to the Albanian Campaign.

The two works which offer the best expression of this theme of

Greece's historical tradition, 'Aaiio npuUmS mat, Tutvupo yua TOV XaaVO 

avulloAoxay6 Tres AAf3avi,ag and To 'AEuov EUTl, were then examined in

greater detail, and it was revealed that in both there was a central

historical period, which formed the basis of the work. In the case

of the former, this period was 1940-1, or the years of the Albanian

Campaign. To 'AEuov Ecrri, on the other hand, was based on the Second

World War (encompassing the Albanian Campaign, the Occupation, and

the subsequent Civil War); furthermore, "Ta 1-1&-b.n" is divided into

three sections that correspond to these three events in Greek history.

66. "auTOg o Hayxunag TWV KpiNwv avau", (ibid., p.
Elytis also refers to this fresco (among others)
vauTAog, p. 37, line 7.
See AuyvCIOng, op.cit., p. 33 for a list of other
references in —T7-7AGov EcTL

70, line 9)
in 0 puxpOg 

archaeological
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Second levels of history were also shown to be present, thus

giving the modern struggle a greater depth and significance. In

riptoUx6 MUU	 qua TON) xctii o avb-unoXoxayO TES An,avt!iag,

for example, this was restricted to references to the 1821 War of

Independence. It is To '.nuOv EaTi, that exemplifies this approach,

where various periods of Greek history co-exist and interact: Elytis

refers not only to the 1821 War of Independence, drawing a parallel

between the fighters of that generation and the soldiers in the

modern struggle, but also to the Balkan Wars, and periods from

Byzantine and Ancient history.

Just as Elytis appeals in a Psalm to the sanctified naval heroes

in times of trouble
67
 so does he later invoke another figure, whose

work is linked inseparably with the 1821 Revolution:

'Onou xau va aag Wiaxeu TO xamS, aftAcpot",
onou xau va .aoALveu o vows aag,

pVIIIIOVELTE ALOAGLO EoAcop
668

Here, however, the emphasis is not on the historical tradition

of Greece, but rather its literary heritage and tradition; this is

the second aspect of Elytis' personal mythology of his second period,

and is examined in detail in the following section.

67. To 'AEuov EaTi„ p. 41, lines 23-5.

68. Ibid., p. 54, lines 21-3.
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CHAPTER THREE

PART TWO: THE INFLUENCE OF THE LITERARY TRADITION OF
GREECE ON ELYTIS' POETRY OF HIS SECOND PERIOD (1945-60)

The second aspect of Elytis' new awareness of the Greek cultural

tradition is an emphasis on Greece's literary, and linguistic, heritage.

This is probably the most important feature of Greek tradition

for Elytis, as a poet, and it finds its best expression in the entire

work of To'AEuo y EaTi.,, whereas the theme of Greek historical tradition

was restricted to'Aupot niowUmS mat, RL) .0. upo yua TOV XCEPtV0 avauRoAoXaY6 

AAP.avi,ac and the Readings from To illuov EuTL.

Elytis' choice of poets, writers, and styles as a reflection of

this Greek literary tradition is in accordance with his stated aim of

portraying the "true face of Greece"
1
 (and avoiding a perpetuation of

the Westernized, post-Renaissance view of Greece); that is, the

emphasis is not on Classical authors. Rather, Elytis views "purely

Greek elements" as those engendered by two separate literary traditions:

Byzantine and demotic, and these two sources dominate TO 'ACUOV EGTt, 

in various forms, as will be shown in this section.

Nevertheless, Elytis' emphasis on Byzantium and the demotic

tradition does not preclude his use of Ancient sources, and these

three elements together constitute the mix of sources, "les .?.chos

multiples".
2

Such a mix of sources has two functions. Firstly, it parallels

the several levels of history (as a reflection of the historical

tradition) that occur within the same work in Elytis' poetry of the

second period.

1. 'Analogies of Light', p. 631.

2. I. Constandulaki-Chantzou, 'L'humanisme d'Odysseus Elytis a travers
"L'Axion Esti"', Greek Letters, Vol. 2, Athens, 1983, p. 304.
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Secondly, and more importantly, the mix of sources vividly

illustrates Elytis' desire to present, and stress, the extraordinary

richness of the Greek literary heritage, and the way in which modern

poets can avail themselves of the Greek literary tradition.

This new emphasis on the Greek literary tradition should there-

fore not be seen as a form of symbolism, or contributing to any

significant new imagery. In fact, as was mentioned earlier, 3 the

imagery between the first and second periods has not changed;
4
 what

has changed is the focus - in other words, Elytis' personal mythology.

The major difference in terms of literary influences between

the two periods lies in the emphasis on purely Greek elements, which

would seem to necessitate a rejection of the earlier foreign

influences. In Elytis' case, the French surrealist style of such
5

works as EpoaavotToALapo6 and 'HALoc o nowTo  (in which there is only

a single reference to Greek literary tradition
6
 ) is replaced by a

system of allusions referring only to Greek literature.

The Greek literary tradition, in Elytis' poetry, is comprised

of three separate elements or traditions: Ancient; Byzantine; and

demotic. These will be discussed chronologically in detail below.

Elytis has often stressed the linguistic debt of Modern Greek

to the ancient language, and their ties:

3. In the introduction to Chapter 3.

4. Thematic changes of course have necessitated the addition of scenes
dealing with war and historical events, but the basic underlying
importance of nature imagery still remains.

5. The French influence in EpociavocToAtxpot is further emphasized
through the inclusion of quotations from Rimbaud (p. 9) and
Breton (p. 57, lines 1-2), and the expression "i perdre haleine"
(p. 145, line 2).

6. A quotation from Kalvos (HooaavotToAualloi:, p. 81, lines 1-4).
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To va ALL ... , O 'EXX7ivag nounTflg ax6pn.a7")pcpa,
"oupavOg" 1 " .hataaaa"	 4Auog" 7') "acX7')vn" 7')
"4yepog", Onwg TO tXciav n Eanoc'o xau o Apx('Xoxog,
Scv avau puma Tcpcftypa
... Tug gceg pas no° 13A6movtau Ema : aTa
APxaida.7

The most immediate roots of the country's poetic heritage may lie in

the demotic tradition, but the language is bound undeniably with

Ancient Greek, and this fact of linguistic continuity is stressed by

Elytis in his Psalm on Language, in To 'ALov EGT(,:

TH FA MEEA pou Lwaav EXXTIVW4

TO aia,Tu COTWXLMO aTug appou8ag TOU 01APOU.

Movhn 6 1(voua , 11 yX6aaa pou aTug , appouSag TOO

Movhfl tyvoua	 yXwaaa pou, pc TU upwTa-np6Ta A6Ea Eou!

Thus in this passage the three styles, or periods of Greek language

and literature - Ancient (as exemplified by Homer), Byzantine, and

demotic (as exemplified by Solomos) - are drawn together to represent

the three thousand year old linguistic tradition that has sustained

Greek literature

Elytis' borrowings from this rich tradition are not restricted

to references as in the above quotation and this is what gives To

EaTl, its depth. Instead of simply transplanting words, phrases

and other borrowings from various periods of Greek literature onto

Elytis' own language, the poet has made them an intrinsic part of his

7. ''Exw Ouxat!,wpa Gay 'EXXnvag v' avgaux6 yua 'UN TaUTOTTITOt pou',
pp. 61-2. A similar sentiment is expressed in Seferis' poem,
"Ialvw a' Lay 6-vo aT(40" (1931):

ETLieTau pcy4Xog, (u .e.ugcovTag avOtpeaa aT' aanpuapL)a
TOO y6vua, X6yua Tng yAc'oaaag pas, Ouwg
Tfl puXol')aav npuv Tpcug xuXu6Ocg xavua.

Cf. AnpnpoiAng, op.cit., p. 324.

8. To 'AEuov EUT(,, p. 28, lines 1-3, 20, 29.

9. A similar juxtaposition of these three periods of Greek literature,
Ancient, Byzantine and Modern, occurs in 0 puxpOg vauTL',Aog, in the
titles of the various sections, which recall a representative
writer. These are "PTTW TL haTUU" (Sappho); "Muptaau TO
6puaTov" (Romanos); and "Kau pc wog mat, pc ,94vaToy" (Kalvos).
(For details see Vitti, KpuTuxf) pcX6Tn, p. 318; and 0. EX6Tng,
E6yxpovou HounT6g 2: 0cSuaa6ag EATris, ExAorf) 1935-1977, 4th edition,
Ex66acug «'Axpwv», Athens, 1979, p. 215.)

MovCcx71 tyvoua 1-1 yX('oaaa pou, pc Ta narra Aciyua TOU 'Ypvou!
8
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own demotic,
10
 and Iakov discusses the various techniques used to

accomplish this•
11

Above, Elytis emphasized the Greek literary tradition that

has its source in Homer, and his admiration
12
 of the Ancient poet

is reflected in the many allusions to him in Elytis' work, both in

poetry and prose.
13

In To ' ACLOV EGT(,, the only clear reference to

him is in the phrase "6Tl,S appouOutg TOO 0pApou".
14

Sappho is another Ancient poet whom Elytis admires, but in this

case he also feels an affinity with her. The reasons are obvious:

not only did she write love poetry with an emphasis on nature

imagery,
15
 but her island reminds Elytis of his own Lesbian heritage.

16

10. Mapwvi,Tflg, op.cit., p. 23.

11. Icuwf3, op.cit., pp. 82-4.

12. Ibid., pp. 27-8.

13. There are a total of 24 references to Homer. Iakov (ibid., pp.
28-35, 110) lists 17 of these, excluding Elytis' two most recent
poetical works. (See HpcpoX6yuo coos a'ataTou AnpuXLou, p. 33,
lines 8-9; 0 puxpOg vauT(Aog, p. 37, lines 11-3; p. 56, line 1
("aTus axpoyuaAutg TOO Oalpou" cf. To ' ACLOV EYT(., p. 28, lines
2, 3 "QTLS appouOutg TOO 01140U"); p. 97, line 5; p. 98, line 5;
p. 115, lines 1-2; AVOUXT& XapTA, p. 199).

14. To 'ACUOV 	 p. 28, lines 2, 3. (See also AuyvLlg, op.cit.,
pp. 54-5, 90, 146, 154, 249, although these examples are somewhat
tenuous.)

15. In Avouvr& XapTuOt, Elytis frequently mentions Sappho's name in
conjunction with "nature-poetry" (e.g., see pp. 41, 257, 466),
and this affinity is expressed in even clearer terms in the
Introduction to his book on Sappho (see footnote 17).

ci,xapc TflV tboa aix .b. flan TOO (pUGUM015 xexypou
ADA nave an' 6Aa avau nou SouAt(1)apc	 aTa
ptTpa TOO o mottvag -- pc Tug L5ueg tvvoucg,yua
va nw nca,nou TIE Tug L5ucg XtCcug: pc TOO oupavO
xau Tn -a4AalaGa, TOO AXL0 Mat, Try	 Ta
(pUT& Hau Ta xopLcaua, TOO tpwTa.

(ibid., pp. 9-10)

Of the elements of nature Elytis refers specifically to the motif
of the moon in Sappho's poetry (see Avouvr& XapTu&, pp. 41, 194,
196; 0. EX6Tng, 'Ext5uo )(La puav ELOaywyfl GTO X(0100 TOO Auyaiiou'
in PluoAuxA rp&ppaTa, Volumes 43-4, January-April 1978, p. 9).
One poem, "Trig EcVivrig Tflg MuTuVwng naAauec xau vta w0", in Ta
cTcpo-a041, pp. 24-6 is devoted to this motif.

16. See Elytis' description of Lesbos in Avouvr& XapTuCt, pp. 191-6.
He often alludes to Lesbos in his poetry.
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This affinity has led him to publish a book of Modern Greek translations

of her poetry. 17

In To'ACuov EaTi, he quotes an entire verse, incorporating it into

his own demotic with an allusion to the Cretan literature of the

seventeenth century, in this way integrating three separate literary

periods:

aav napcZ-9upo &Scu p 	 AP6TO1. GU

xau o ZpwTag EX govT 17E Oatvw
itopcpupuav Repthcvov xXcftpu y 18

To reinforce the Sapphic allusion, a few stanzas later he mentions

the girl's name'ApuyvuSTa.
19

17. 05uaacag EXimg, EaTc4. Avaa6vOcan xau aTA5oan,'Ixapog, Athens,
1984.

18. To VUOV 	 p. 80, lines 2-4. The last two lines are from
Fr 54 Lobel-Page (Diehl 56; Bergk 64).
For other direct quotations from Sappho in Elytis' work, see

op.cit., pp. 40-2; and 0 puxpOg vauT6Aog, p. 37, line 15,
as well as the section titled "OTTW TUC gPaTau".

19. To Vuov 	 loc.cit., line 18.
It has been assumed (Keeley and Savvidis, op.cit., p. 101;

op.cit., pp. 30, 164; AuyvC5fls, op.cit., p. 262) that
Elytis' source for this name is Fr 96 L-P, lines 4-5 (98 Diehl)

,

	

cc	 a uxcAav (itpu -
yvoSTa

[However, there is some controversy as to whether the original
word apuyvwTau is actually a girl's name, or simply an adjective
meaning "manifest" (e.g., see D. Page, Sappho and Alcaeus,
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1955, p. 89); Elytis in his modern
Greek translation of Sappho's poetry (op.cit., p. 91) renders

	

"Ua[u]	 apuyv&rau" as "€c& cpavepwvOTav".] Other girls'
names borrowed from Sappho include AvaxTop6a (16 L-P; 27 Diehl);
Mi.Jia (71 L-P; 70 Diehl); MvaauV,Ra (82(a) L-P; 63 Diehl; 76 Bergk)
and rupi,vvw (82(a) L-P; 63 Diehl; 76 Bergk). For details, see
IaxoS(3, op.cit., p. 40. Sappho's name is, of course,also
mentioned in Elytis' poetry (Ta pw TOU E pwTa, p. 48, line 4; Ta
ETepoe.aAll, p. 24, line 4; 0 pumpcic vauTt'Aog, p. 54, line 3) and
frequently in AvouxTdc XapTuct.
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Other writers mentioned by name are Heracleitus2 
0 
and Plotinus, 21

while words or phrases are borrowed from Pythagorus,
22
 Aristophanes, 23

Plato,
24
 Pindar, 25 and Aeschylus.

26
Lignadis suggests other examples

and authors, but many of these are based on rather tenuous connections.

A phrase from Aeschylus' The Persians "vuv unep RaVTWV ciyciov" is given
,in the conclusion to the war poem H AXI3avum5a, 27

 "Nov veep RaVTWV o

20. To 'Muov EUTt!,, p. 87, line 10.	 (See Iax60., op.cit., pp. 50-3
for a list of references to Heracleitus, and quotations from his
work, in Elytis' poetry and prose.) Cf. Footnotes 20-4 in
Chapter 1.

21. p. 84, line 3. The line "Ta cvvta axaXu& ROU

lawTNog" is a reference to the Enneads. (Keeley and
op.cit., p. 102; Auyv(1571g, op.cit., p. 269.) See also
cit., p. 74.

22. oppa.b-Os. xau apu ,apOg TWO &xpwv TOO aTaupoi)
'MR TurpaxTriboc.

(To 'ALuov EaTid, p. 23, lines 29-30)
The Tetractys, a Pythagorean figure is discussed in
Savvidis, op.cit., p. 96; MapwvidTrig, op.cit., p. 24
further example of Elytis' interest in Pre-Socratic
(See Chapter 1, footnotes 20-4.)

Keeley and
. This is a
philosophy.

23. To 'AEu pv 	 p. 42, lines 6-7.

'Ecipcpav
TO Eocpo, TON) OUXUOTT) xau TO FEWP6TPTI

Iakov (op.cit., p. 67), Maronitis (op.cit., p. 31) and Lignadis
(op.cit., p. 150) all see this as a reference to the Birds.
Lignadis also suggests two other (unlikely) references (op.cit.,
pp. 84, 173).

24. Elytis' Platonic affiliations become most apparent in the poetry
of his third period (See Chapter 4, footnotes 28-31) but a
possible reference to Plato's Laws is contained in the line

ETOV aQR E QTn TuSpa TOUR aAr1 .8-uvag you NOpoug
xAcuvw xau EpRuamlopau.

(TO ' AELOV EUTL% p. 70, lines 13-4)

See Mapwvi,Tng, op.cit., pp. 31, 164-5 (this is disputed in
KoxoXrig, ' << 'guov EUTl> > , Wpoi, 12' xau IH': AnOneupa

uRopviipaTuopolS' in AVT4, Vol. 146, 29th February 1980, p. 41, n.
49); Auyv&Onc, op.cit., p. 240.

25. The phrase "(Ipuo-rov pL) Uwp" is given in Modern Greek, "xaXO TO
vepO", in To 'Auov EuTi, (p. 54, lines 5, 28); other quotations
are listed in Iax6(3, op.cit., pp. 58-9.

26. Iaxo")13, op.cit., p. 61; Auyv&órig, op.cit., pp. 153, 154; Mapwv(aTng,
op.cit., p. 31.

27. See Iaxu')(3, loc.cit.

To 'AEuov

av60.11x6 o
Savvidis,
IaxwiS, op. 
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other allusions to Classical

second period, 'Aapa ripcoUxO 

TTIC A203aviiag, H xaXocs6vil UTLg 

, 28
Auxonoputs, and 'EEn xau pua.T4cuc yua TOV oupavo.

The next period, chronologically speaking, that acts as a major

literary source for the theme of the Greek tradition, is Byzantium.

Elytis' use of material from this period reflects, perhaps more than

any other source, his desire to portray the "true face of Greece",

illustrating both the modern Greek's kinship with his Byzantine heritage

and the continuity of Orthodoxy.
29

Religious literature constituted a large proportion of what was

written during the Byzatine era, and this influence is reflected in

To	 EaTL The most striking example of this is seen in the

structure of the work, and of course, in its title. [The phrase

n' AELOV	 ("Dignum Est" or "Worthy it is") occurs at the beginning

of a well-known troparion, a Magnificat for the Virgin,
30
 and this

Mariolatric association is stressed in the third part of To 'AEuov 
,

EGT(., "To AoaaTuxov",
31
 which is a glorifying hymn to a female

28. However, Iakov (p. 66) does suggest a possible reference to
Euripides' Medea, in the form of an aOuvaTov in 'Erl xau pica 
T&I,EUg yua TOV oupay6 and Hilty distinguishes three "classical
Greek concepts" in a poem of the same collection ('Odysseus
Elytis: A Contemporary Greek Poet', p. 678).

29. Vitti suggests Elytis' new orientation towards Byzantine
literature and hymnography may be attributed partly to the
effect of an article written by Takis Papatsonis. (For
details see KpuTux .6 pcAlTn, pp. 235-6.)

30. KomOXlig, FLU TO <<'AEuov EUT(,>> TOU MOM p. 19 (who quotes
the first few lines of the Magnificat); Constandulaki-Chantzou,
op.cit., p. 303; Keeley and Savvidis, op.cit., p. 95, r. BOITag,
op.cit., p. 163.

31. This section was also initially entitled (in the first edition only)
"'AEuov EaTi,"; this was no doubt intended to emphasize the
Magnificat style of the third section. (Keeley and Savvidis, op.cit.,
p. 100; KOHOXTIC, FLU TO << ' AELOV EGT(,>> TOU MUTT), pp. 22-3.)

wycfy9", but apart from this there are no
Greek authors in the other works of the

mat, IL) ,aupo yua TOV xaptvo avunoXoxay6
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figure.32

The influence of Byzantine hymnography is seen also in the

second part, "Ta Il&an" of To 'Mum) EaTt, 33 where the pattern of

Odes, Psalms and Readings echoes prototypes of the Byzantine

liturgy.
34

The Odes show the greatest influence of the Byzantine

hymnology being likened to xovT&mua.
35

This can be seen in their

versification,
36
 in the endings of words

37
 and the fact that no two

odes are alike, each introducing some new form of variation.
38

Elytis noted that both the Psalms and Readings were supposed

to echo "holy works" without copying them or relying on borrowings

32. Keeley and Savvidis, loc.cit.; AuyvOtOng, op.cit., p. 28
e.g.

xa4c TOO napaOaaou TWO (31A-6v rl Aypt!,a
Xot46 T11S cpript!,ag TWO VTIGLAV ii Ayta

To ' AELOV 	 p. 77, lines 1-2

The phrase ' AELOV ECM!, has another religious connotation which
relates to the story of the Archangel Gabriel engraving the
words on a stone (see Constandulaki-Chantzou, op.cit., pp. 303-4;
Kox6Xflg, FLa TO <<'AEuoy EaTl.>> TOO EATT1, pp. 19, 23-4;
Auyv&Ong, op.cit., p. 241; Keeley and Savvidis, op.cit., p. 95 which
Elytis recalls in the lines

xL apy& 0-TLS TcLpEg Tug nupag xaatovTau Ta yatppaTa
NYN xaL AIEN xau AEION EETI

(p. 70, lines 24-5)

33. For the work's structure see Chapter 1, footnotes 67-70. The
first part, "H rtvEauc", which is obviously based on the Genesis
of the Old Testament, and thus shows a closer affinity with the
Biblical (rather than liturgical) tradition, is discussed in the
following section on the religious tradition.

34. EaWOrig, op.cit., p. 178.

35. Vitti, KpuTu .)4) 116X6Tr1, p. 246; AuyvCcOng, op.cit., p. 30.

36. EaW6rig, op.cit., 178; AuyvLing, loc.cit.; BOITag, op.cit.,
p. 162; Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 182.

37. BaXLcug, loc.cit.

38. Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 182.
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(as opposed to the Odes).
39 The Readings in fact take the place of

the Gospel Readings in the Divine Liturgy,
40
 but the prose is not

modelled on any ecclesiastical prototype; rather the simple demotic

style is reminiscent of Makriyiannis and, to a lesser extent, Solomos' H

ruvat'Aa Trig ZaxuvS &oS in accordance with the contemporary subject

matter.
41

The Psalms repeat the Biblical tone of "H Ftvcaug";
42 

critics

have also made comparisons with Byzantine troparia.
43

The third part, "To AoacITLx6v", is a Magnificat, and is both

a glorifying hymn to the various elements of Elytis' personal mythology,

and a celebration of a female figure.
44

Initially entitled "'ikuov

EaTi,", this section shows perhaps even more clearly than the Odes the

debt to Byzantine hymnology,
45
 particularly that which refers to the

Virgin Mary:
46

XAIPE n KaLolAvn nu. xa4c n XX(1A 47
Xat,pc	 ApcTaptXnTn pc TO Tcpwpar,o

As well as the aspects mentioned above, Elytis borrows other

elements from the Byzantine hymnology; one exemplified in the stanza

39. Quoted by BaXtTag, op.cit., p. 162.

40. Constandulaki-Chantzou, op.cit., p. 309; Auyv&Ong, op.cit., p. 29;
Fua TO <<'ACuovTJ-717> TOO EATrir p. 25; Friar, The

Sovereign Sun, p. 27.

41. These two authors are discussed later in this chapter.

42. Auyy&ânc, op.cit., p. 29; EaWOns, op.cit., p. 178.

43. KonOXng, rLa TO <<'AEuoy ECT(,>> TOO	 p. 23; Auyv&Ong,
op.cit., pp. 18, 28; Vitti, KpuTuxf1 pcALrn, p. 242; Friar, The
Sovereign Sun, p. 27.

44. See footnote 31. This corresponds, of course, to the Virgin Mary
in Byzantine pcyaAuvOtpua. Elytis himself says that the "xa4c"
sections are devoted "to the girl-child who will save the world
and who personifies the poetic idea" (quoted in Keeley and Savvidis,
op.cit., p. 100).

45. AvyyLrig, op.cit., p. 29; EaWOns, op.cit., p. 179.

46. See for example the stereotyped Mariolatric expressions such as
Xa 4c and ocuov EqTltd.

47. To 'Mum)  p. 76, lines 17-8. This is also another example
of the Mermaid-Madonna figure in this poem (see following section
on the religious tradition, footnotes 42-4).
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quoted above is what Themelis terms, "TO TeAcToupyuxO xau XaTpcuTux6

Ocpog". 8 The Virgin is, in fact, only one member of the "Trinity"

that is glorified in "To AoEaaTux6v", the others being the Poet49

and Greece.
50

Elytis also uses ritual phrases repeatedly, all of
,

which refer to the Virgin, such as "xa4e",
51

 "aEuov caTt!,",
52
 and

"polo aphavTo-.53
Maxpuvi'l MnTtpa * PO6o you AphavTo

54

The above line also shows another element of Byzantine hymns

employed in the Odes, the rosette, which divides a line into two

hemistichs (e.g., M6pLac TO axoTjt * Ou xL 6An n 'AiRxwo55).

Lignadis
56
 cites this use of the rosette as an example of the

allusions to Romanos the Melode in To 'AEuov EGTl., and Mitsakis, in

fact, compares the work with the Akathistos Hymn.
57

48. r. Ocpbkng, H ve6Tcpn	 pag: I, Ex6Occug <<KwvaTavTuvi3On>>,
Thessalonica, 1978, p. 50.

49. Auyv66ng, op.cit., p. 279; EaM'Ang, op.cit., p. 179. This is
indicated in the change from "Xa4c" (referring to the Virgin Mary
in the first part of "AoEaaTux6v") to AUTOS (in the second part):

OTI AYTOE o OCcvaTog xau auT6g n ZW1f)

AuT6g TO AnaPACTETO xau auT6g OU ftGPOL

(p. 83, lines 5-6)

50. Ea13g6ng, loc.cit. This is the "vvv" and "auL)" section.

51. "Xa4c" occurs a total of seventeen times in "To AoEaaTux6v".

52. The phrase "CcEuoy EGTI!," occurs eighteen times within the "To
AoEaaTux6v" section, and twice in the preceding Psalm.

53. This phrase occurs only in ode L', p. 61, lines 5, 10, 15, 20, 25.
54. Loc.cit. Lignadis (op.cit., p. 209) compares this phrase to the

Akathistos Hymn, quoting the line "P65ov TO aphavTov, xar,ps n
pOvil f3AauTAclacra".

55. To 'AEuov 	 p. 39, line 10.

56. Auyv&Ong, op.cit., p. 30. See also the quotation from Romanos
in 0 puxpOg vauTi,Xog, p. 39, lines 2-3.

57. MnTuAxng, op.cit., p. 33. (For further details on this topic of
the influence of Romanos on Elytis, see Auyv jo5ng, op.cit., pp. 51,
54, 57, 146, 155, 162, 203, 230, 233; E. EuvOTcouAog, 'H napovar,a

Tng PETPO41C TOU Pwpavo6 TOU McXw6o6 GTO tplyo TOO 05uaata EXOTrly,
AuLoyog, Number 17, December 1982, pp. 28-9.) Elytis has also
written an article 'PwpavOg o MeAw6Og', Exn62tog, Volume 15,
Summer 1986. See also his comments in the interview 'H Yrcp13aan
xau n FewptTpncn i , p. 759.
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Summing up then, the influence of the Liturgy, and Byzantine

hymnography in general on To ' AELOV EGT(' is obvious, even from the

few examples given above; not only is the form of the poem modelled

on Byzantine prototypes, but Elytis has also borrowed elements such

as the versification, ritual phrases, the use of the rosette, and the

general hymnological style to emphasize the importance of the Byzantine

literary tradition.

However this does not imply that the actual contents have a

religious or Christian character, and this point was emphasized by

Elytis in the notes that accompanied the work's first edition. 58
In

this sense, Friar's designation of To ' MUOV ECTI:, as "a kind of New

Testament of the Greeks"
59
 is somewhat misleading.

The third period of literature portrayed as a source of Greece's

literary tradition in Elytis' second period is that of the demotic.

There are two strands to this, the first being that of folksongs and

Cretan literature of the seventeenth century.

The influence of the OflpoTux& Tpayol'mua is first seen in 'Aupa

rlAwUxO xau TuLeupo yua TOV XUPLO avauRoAoxayO Tfs Way Lac, as the

title ('Aupa) suggests.
60

Furthermore the work is based on the fifteen-

syllable metrical system of the folksongs. 61

More specifically, critics62 have compared 'Aapc nowUxO xau 

RL .N.4.10 yua TOV xapLo ave-urcoXoxayO Tfl PlAavi,as with the poupoXOyua:

58. BaX-rag, op.cit., p. 162. See also 061.1Xils, op.cit., p. 51;
Vitti, KpuTuxn pEXL-11, p. 235; 0ac1idTrls, op.cit., p. 45.

59. Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 29. Decavalles calls it "Elytis'
Aegean equivalent of a Byzantine mass". ('Maria Nefeli and the
Changeful Sameness of Elytis', p. 26.)

60. Vitti, KpLTUIT pcX4Tn, p. 200.

61. Muaclxfls, op.cit., pp. 12, 20.

62. Ibid., pp. 12, 15; Vitti, KpuTuxil pEA E Tfl, p. 203; HETpORouXo,
op.cit., p. 27; Rotolo, op.cit., p. 691; A. HoXiiTns, op.cit.,
p. 216; 11. , HavTac4s, '0 EX6Tflg	 fl Ova TOU <<iAGPUTOS>>1,

AuoXuxa rpappaTa, Volumes 43-4, January-April 1978, p. 126.
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there is the same lament for the loss of life;
63
 the sense of Nature

mourning as well,
64 as well as the address to a personified Nature;

65

and the folk personification of Death:

Na avaaTuXole-ci, aTa pappapLAda aXWvuu
Kau va PUXTel,	 ax TOUTT1 Try Top& --
Kau va PUXTa TOO X&pou pc Triv ayLoavri Toy!

66

This quotation also recalls the heroic figure of Digenis Akritas,

epitome of manly strength and bravery, and the portrayal of the young

soldier as a modern-day Digenis is also suggested in his birth in

heroic style.
67 The use of stereotyped phrases that suggest bravery

(auT6g, TcaAAnx&pu) serve to reinforce this identification:

ruaTi% pwTeleu o auTOg, no6'vau TO naAArix&pu;
Ku La T'auTOnouVanopa y na'vau TO nuAAnx&pui

68

A final characteristic of folk songs and oral literature in

general, and one used by Elytis to great effect in 'Aapa ripwtH6 xau 

TcL) .&upo yua TOO VATIEVO avaunoXoxayO Trig AXISaviJag, is that of repetition.

This can be simply in a form suggestive of an oral performance

63. See Poems A', E', ET' and Z' in particular.

64. See Poems E' and Z'.

65. 'Aapa npwtx6 xat, itL) .e-upo you TOV xapLo aveaunoXoxayO TrI s. Wavi,as,
Poem E.

66. 'Aapa rIpcoUxO mau ItL-aupo yua TOV xaavo avaunoAoxayO Tres Wav(,as,
p. 26, line 7; see also ibid., p. 30, line 5. See also H maXoaLvri 
aTug Auxonopag, Poem VII, line 30.
Other folk elements in 'Aapa ri p(ax6 xau TLL .h,po you TOO xapLo 
ave. unoXoxayO Trig A2d3avi,ag are included in the form of customs and
superstitions, such as spitting on the infant three times:

'HTav wpm:a natAL Tnv np jyrn p4a nou ycyyri.e.nxc
EAVIVE Ta 'Saliva Trig epaxrig xat, TO TTUGUVE

Mua GTO xcT&XL, pua GTOV x6pTo, pLa pLia GTO xXupa TOO.

(Ibid., p. 18, lines 1, 4-5)

For details, see Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 181; ETatAXou,
op.cit., pp. 39-40.

67. Poem ET', pp. 18-20. There is also a later reference to Achilles
(p. 25, line 15).

68. Ibid., p. 16, lines 10-1.	 Cf. p. 23, line 14 "... TUC nEPU136X6g
Tng naXAnxapuag".



'ETau XounOv fl pua aTuypi'l t EUTL XOUTCOV	 pua69
' ETOU XOLIA	 pua aTuypi' nap&Triac 'Env etUtn

or it can take a more deliberate form, such as the repetition of

formulae from one poem to another, 70 or within a poem. 71

The demotic song tradition is continued in To 'AEuov EUTII, in

Ode 6'. The first line "'ENA TO xcAu5Ovu * xi r 'AvouCil axPlial"

suggests the proverb "'Eva xeXu6Ovu 6cv (ptpvcu TflV c'cvouEn", as well

as a "xcAu6Ovuapa", which this Ode, in the form of a ballad,72

iactually s. 73 Furthermore, the three two-line refrains all begin

with the address "8c poo HowTopOtaTopa", a clear reference to the

folksong "Tres 'ApTac TO recpUou", as the theme of this Ode is the

necessity of sacrifice.

8c you llowTop&aTopa * p' tXTLGEg ptaa aTa 13,0U\!G	 74
8c poo HowToataTopa * p' txXcuacs pcs GTfl eAAccaacc!

69. Ibid., p. 15, lines 13-4.	 See also the lines preceding this
quotation:

Q pfly HOLTLE W pnv HOLTLE anO TOO TOO -
AnO To6 T015 'cpuyc 1.1 	 Mnv 'MELEE UjJg

Mnv TCaTE -ilog avtr3nxc WA o xanv6 TOO ovapou

(loc.cit., lines 10-2).

For other examples see p. 11, line 10; Poem A', lines 1, 9, 19,
23-5; p. 16, lines 10-5; p. 17, line 3; p. 26, lines 6-7; p. 28,
lines 6-7.

70. See MnTa&xng, op.cit., p. 25 for details. See Chapter 1,
footnote 63 for examples from H xaAoa6ri OTLC Xumonop 3 tg.

71. There are many examples of repetitions of lines (see p. 15,
lines 7-9; p. 21, lines 2, 6, 8, 14; p. 23, lines 1, 6;
Poem IA', lines 1, 3, 4, 12, 18, 23) as well as countless
examples of formulaic repetition.

72. Lignadis (op.cit., pp. 159, 211) also gives Odes c' and L'
as further examples of ballad-like structures. Certainly it
should be noted that these three Odes were among the five
chosen by Theodorakis when he set sections of To '1,1uov EGTl,
to music. Cf. Elytis' article "Hol'lan xau Mouaux-n" (arcu.ac(oonan
Ilxvng, Volume K, Number 118, 1964, pp. 337-40) in which he
discusses Theodorakis' choice of Odes.

73. Ibid., p. 139.

74. To 'Auov 	 p. 39, lines 5-6.
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The demotic song style of this Ode is reinforced by a possible

reference to a love song in the lines, "'EXotp0v ou . yuaXot', * xu

6Ao TO ncXayos".
75

Elsewhere there is an obvious reference to the folksong "H

AuyEal GTOV 'ASTI";
76 

Elytis also mentions Xc'tpog
77 

and employs

phrases that recall a demotic song context,
78
 as well as the device

of repetition.
79

Of the Cretan demotic literature of the seventeenth century

probably the best known work is EpwT6xoLToc, which has been a

source of inspiration for many modern Greek writers, notably Seferis.80

75. Loc.cit., line 20. The reference, pointed out by Lignadis
(op.cit., p. 138), is to the folksong 1‹(!lTW GTO yuaX6:

	  xu tAap(1,6 o yuaXOg
xu tAap(1)6 o x6apog OXoc 	

76. AEION EETI
rl ac7t!,6a nou yavvrrixc x6Tw an' TO )0.4a

TO Tpaya6u not anc fl Auycal GTOV 'A511

(To 'AEuov EGT(,, p. 85, lines 16-9)

77. 'EXaxc va (56acu * xau (YE acts o X&pog
TYl QOUXTa TOO yclATn.

(Ibid., p. 52, lines 21-2)

78. For example, the lines

Hpo(56 ,anxa xu anOpcuva * aTov x&pno pOvo
H&p .arixa xat, naTifonxa * aav x4aTpo avog

(Ibid., p. 36, lines 13-4)

recall similar phrases in demotic songs where a reed forms part
of a simile ("aav liaAapiA GTOV Atom").

79. See MflTacling, op.cit., pp. 23, 25. See also To 'Auov 	 p. 42,
lines 1-3, 23-5; p. 69, lines 1-2, 14-6, 23-6 and p. 70, lines 1-2.

80. Its influence is obvious in his early poem "EpwTux6g Ahog" "where
he introduces actual phrases from the epic into the text of his
poem in order to establish an analogy between his diction and that
of another vital, relevant moment in his nation's literary past".
(In the Introduction to George Seferis: Collected Poems, (trans.
and edited E. Keeley and P. Sherrard), Princetown University Press,
New Jersey 1981, p. viii); he also refers to it in the poem "HOtvw
a' Lay EvO aTiixo":

you Xtyavc, aTa natAux& pou xpOvtaa TO Tpayo66u
TOO EPWTOXPLTOU pc Ta Moipua aTa p&Tua

TOTES nou TrApaca ptaa GTOV &TWO you axo15-yovTa
TTIV avTL5Lx11 po4a -Ens ApcTfic va maTcf3at'avcL
Ta pappapcvt.a axaXon&Tua.

and quotes a line from it in "To wog" (ibid., p. 542).
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Elytis refers to the work directly in the line "Gay ruaat .8-upo &661,0 fl

ApcTou6a,
81
 going on to quote a famous Sapphic verse, thus combining

two literary styles within a single poetic image, just as the Byzantine

and demotic are juxtaposed in the line "Os you HpuTopaaTopa".
82

The second aspect in Elytis' recourse to the demotic tradition

lies in the demotic writers of the 19th century. In To 'Auo y EGTI!, 

Elytis' allusions to these writers, along with the demotic song

tradition, form a restatement of Modern Greek poetry's roots.

This search for the roots of Modern Greek literature is also

seen in Solomos, and several critics have drawn various parallels

between the two poets.
83

Elytis has expressed his admiration for

Solomos in AVOUXTSt XapTat, calling him one of the five to ten greatest

poets in all the world and in all time,
84
 and this is reflected in the

Usignificant role given to him in To 'Auov EGT:
85

81. To 'Muo y 	 p. 86, line 2. This is possibly derived from the
line

ETO rcapa ,&I'v'n ApcTri IIGTEMEV XL aVflIACU

(r, 567)
although Lignadis connects it with u n ApcTri Gfll/W .aflHE, TO rcapwauto
ayouyeu" (op.cit., p. 260).

82. For other examples of this combination of literary styles, see
p. 29, line 18 (Solomos and Byzantine hymnography); p. 36, lines
13-4 (demotic song and Byzantine hymnography); p. 84, lines 3-4
(Plotinus and Solomos).

83. Foremost among these is a parallel between Solomos' EXEIS.0-cpou 
HoAuopxrIpLou and Elytis' To 'Auov EUTU (see KapavTjwn, op.cit.,
pp. 165, 173; EaCigbris. , op.cit., pp. 176, 182; BaAcTa, op.cit.,
pp. 162, 163, 170). Others have compared the two poets' conception
of Liberty, or their role as an "O.VUX6 ROUTITA" (see K°X0X11C,
ruot TO <-egt,OV ECYTI5>TOU EAL)Tfl, pp. 29, 42; Apyupi,ou, op.cit., p.
78). Karandonis (Euaaywyri cnn vELcpn nougan,ExaGEuc<<Harca(54pa>>
Athens 1978, p. 199) compares the feminine persona in the poets'
work, as does Carson (49 scholia on the poems of Odysseus Elytis,
pp. 56-8), whereas Petropoulos (op.cit., pp. 39-40) compares the
two poets' vocabulary, particularly that relating to nature imagery.

84. AvouxT4 XapTucl, p. 27. See also pp. 28, 215-6, 307, 355, 362,
363, 408, 442.

85. The influence of Solomos is seen by a critic in 'Aapa riptotxci xau
itc y 'aupo yua TOV XallL0 av ,auruoXoxayO Tfs AXISa y uas (A. (DuXaxTOS,
EoXwpuxoi: krionxot!, aTo <<i guoy EaTt"Tou 06umaLt EXuTfl, << Za(34AAn>>
Acuxwat:a, 1974, pp. 4-5), and another has compared it with 'Ypvoc
aTriv EXeuftpi,a (EaWArIg, op.cit., p. 175).
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'OROU }UL VU GUg (3pt:axcu TO MUMS, ot(504a,
OROU Rau VU 'a0AWVEL 0 VOUg auc, 86

pV1IPOVEUETE AUOVUGUO EoXwpcS

There are other obvious allusions to Solomos' poem,''Ypvo'aTriv
, 87EXCu ,acouoc.	 In Psalm B' the poet says:

Ayaitcs poaTux	 pc Ta RpLa , X(SyLa TOU 'Ypvou.
Movaxn cyvouct pou	 yXwaact pou, pc 'CU Rp6Tot X6yuot

TOU 'Ypvou!88

and these final two lines provide the subject of the following Ode,

Liberty; Elytis, in this juxtaposition, thus emphasizes the close

links between language and the concept of freedom in Solomos' work.

The theme of Liberty in this Ode is portrayed, furthermore, within

the framework of Solomos' perception and expression of it:

... GE ovollotc
Triv Oto ,apwan col!) 'OUVE * }tau TO X(41,5a, TO LIA,Aov

yvjvuoa
TOY ZIIAOIOY EOY THN KOTH * THN TPOMEPHI89

There are many other, less direct, references to Solomos and his

work, and these are detailed by Fylaktos in his book on the subject.90

Particular mention, however, should be made of the influence of Solomos'

prose work, H Fuvai,xot Tfl ZOluvog, on To 'AELov EGTt, notably the

Readings. 91

86. 'Auov	 p. 54, lines 21-3.

87. This is the most important of Solomos' poems, in terms of borrowings
and influence on To ' AELOV EaTtid, according to Fylaktos, op.cit.,
p. 30.

88. 'AELov ETU:, p. 28, lines 28-9. This is the Psalm on Language.

89. Ibid., p. 29, lines 1, 5, 17-8,

90. The critic examines four areas of influence: specific references
to Solomos' name and his works; lines borrowed with little or no
change from Solomos' poetry and prose; lines that appear to be
influenced by Solomos' work; and words borrowed from Solomos'
vocabulary. (See also Avyvc!tOns, op.cit., pp. 54, 80, 86, 99, 104,
106-7, 119, 125, 128, 133, 142, 143, 157, 163, 169, 174, 186, 187,
222, 226, 247, 251, 260, 264, 269.)

91. (DUXUMTO, op.cit. , pp. 3, 19-24; MapwvidTric, op.cit., p. 32;
EaWc5n, op.cit. , p. 178; AuyvCcOn, op.cit., pp. 111, 113;
0otatTlic, op.cit., p. 47. A. Kpay uckris, '0 1[6 6S A6yoS TOU EA6Tri',
ALoWIC‘ rp&ppaTa, Volumes 43-4, January-April 1978, p. 129.
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However, this is not the only work of an important 19th century

writer discernible in these sections of To 'AELo y EGT(.4 many critics

have pointed out the influence of the Memoirs of General Makriyiannis.
92

In the Readings, these critics claim, Elytis deliberately attempts

to evoke the style of Makriyiannis' Anop yripovapaTa; this imitation is

particularly noticeable in the First and Second Readings, which have

as their subject the Albanian Campaign. The parallel between Elytis'

memories of his own personal participation in the struggles of WWII,

and Makriyiannis' narrative of his own involvement in the Greek War of

Independence is obvious, and a subtler example of the theme (discussed

in the previous section) of the juxtaposition of various periods of

history. The choice of Makriyiannis, as Despoina Spanos Ikaris points

out, 93 is also tied up with Elytis' search for the "true face of Greece."

Other critics 94 have suggested the influence of Palamas, especially

in regard to the title of the Sixth Reading, "HpowyrumSv". Despite the

Biblical overtones,
95 this unusual title 96 is not simply another example

of the religious framework of To 'AELo y EGTI; rather, its position and

92. (DuXaxT6c, op.cit., p. 31; Vitti, KpLTLxil pEAL11, p. 245; KapayTWync,
CLOG TOV 06u6aL‘ EX13Tn, pp. 170-1; Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 27;
Mapwvt:Tnc, op.cit., pp. 32, 30; Levitt, op.cit., p. 15; Keeley,
'The Voices of Elytis' Axion Esti', p. 699; MnTaamn, op.cit.,
P- 18; EaWc5ns, op.cit., pp. 178, 182; ALyvciOri, op.cit., pp. 19,
111, 113, 133, 134; Keeley, 'Elytis and the Greek Tradition', pp.
86-7; Bao-L:Til, op.cit., p. 47; Keeley and Sherrard, Odysseus 
Elytis: Selected Poems, p. xiii; KpavuwTrig, op.cit., p. 129.

93. In the Editorial- to Charioteer 24/25, pp. 12-3. 	 See also Elytis'
comments in AvoLxTa XapTLa (p. 216): "Tot opapaTa TOU MaxpuyLavyn

pLAo)v awaTOt."

94. EaW6/1, op.cit., pp. 176, 182; KapayTwvils, r ya TOV 06uaaea EAuTri,
p. 170; see also Lignadis' examples of Palamas' influence, both
of which are questionable, op.cit., pp. 137, 222.

95. On this aspect see the next section on the "religious tradition".

96. That is, compared with the titles of the other five Readings.
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function have a marked similarity with Canto 8, the "HpocuruxOs" in

0 Awftx&Xoyos tou r6ptou.97

Evidence of the influence of other poets of the 20th century is

offered by Lignadis,
98 although some of the connections appear some-

what contrived. It is my view that such influence is seen rather in

Elytis' imitation (albeit unconscious) of aspects of their styles;

for example the deliberate introduction of mythical figures into

Elytis' poetry99 is reminiscent of the techniques employed by Sikelianos

or Seferis.100

Finally two other writers of the 19th century, whom Elytis greatly

admires, Papadiamantis 101 and Kalvos,
102

 should also be mentioned in

97. For details, see Auyvdtóns, op.cit., p. 227; KapavT jAms, rua TOV 

OcSuaaLt EA6Tri, p. 165; BaXLras, op.cit., p. 166. It is an
interesting exercise to compare both works: both deal with a
quest for freedom, that is both personal and national; the world
of Byzantium is the focus in both works; and in each the
HpoTuux6s/Hpopuux6v occurs after the central figure (Gypsy and
Poet respectively), who has been chosen to carry out a mission,
and who has passed through an agonizing period of soul-searching
has triumphantly achieved his goal. These two sections offer a
view of the world in which all things corrupt are doomed, but
also present the promise of a re-birth of a new nation.

98. Ibid., pp. 168 (Cavafy); 135, 194, 202, 263-4 (Sikelianos); 196,
210, 265 (Seferis); 153 (Engonopoulos); 173, 187, 250 (Embirikos);
251 (Gryparis). See also EaW(5ns, op.cit., p. 182.

99. See To  'AEuov 	 p. 73, line 8; p. 74, line 3; p. 75, line 6;
p. 76, lines 5, 8.

100. See Keeley, 'Elytis and the Greek Tradition', pp. 88-94.

101. Vitti, KpuTuxi'l pEALrn, p. 250; KapavT6vris, r ya TOV 06w6ta EA5TT1
p. 201. See also Elytis' references to him in Avoux .r& XapTat,
especially pp. 216, 362. Elytis has written a book about Papa-
diamantis (cf. his book of Modern Greek translations of Sappho's
poetry), in which he discusses various aspects of the writer's
style (H MayEixt TOU HaRaSuapdvTri, Ex66acus<<Eppaas», Athens,
1976). See also two interviews with Elytis: TCoins Mcw5p4xos,
'To incEpfiaTuild aTouxao UTOV HaRa6uap4vTil. 0 0c5uaaLc,EX.6TTIC

(p , pvcu }tau R(14 ltovT& pas TOV <<'Ayuo>>	 vcocXXTIvumis XoyoTEX-
vuas', ERbtaupa, 451, 24-30 March, 1977, pp. 72-3; MUT .hli3O MOUVT,

'0 EX15Tris yua TOV Hotabuap&vvi. Ekcu fl cffu6TpoT4 TLS

ruvaLta, 728, 7th December 1977, pp. 22-3.

102. Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 6; EaWans, op.cit., p. , 181; also
KapavT6vris, auaywy4 UTfl vaTun uanan, p. 192; MflTaamis,
op.cit., p. 40; Vitti, KpuTux4 pEATT-1, ibid., p. 188. See also
AvauxTd XapTud, pp. 307, 362.
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the context of To ' AUOV EGTt, and the theme of the Greek literary

tradition in general.

Papadiamantis is only mentioned once, in conjunction with

Solomos

'Onou xau vet Gag Pigaxcu TO Haws), a6cXcpa,
&Eau xau va ,aoA jwcu o.vous Gas,

pVTIPOVELTE .AUOVUGUO EoXwp6 ,	 103
xau pvnpovacTc AAtavc5po Hana6uapavTn.

However this allusion occurs within the Psalm devoted to the allegory

of speech ("H XaXu& nou 6EV Ctpcu anO apa")
104 

as a fountain of cool,
105

clear water ("pua f3p6an UVOl' EETE/Tri Sum') Gas (gy p an TOU Maupoytvn!"),

in which the poet urges his fellow countrymen to take courage from the

"spring" of Greek tradition. Undoubtedly Elytis views Papadiamantis'

role and significance in Modern Greek literature as one similar to

that of Solomos, i.e., a "spring" of Greekness.
106

Another possible reason for Elytis' choice of Papadiamantis as

an example of the source of Modern Greek literary tradition, and his

affinity with him (he has written a book on Papadiamantis and his

work), may lie in the latter's attachment to the Orthodox Church.
107

103. 'AEuov EaTt'd, p. 54, lines 21-4. In fact, Papadiamantis is
mentioned quite frequently in the company of Solomos, indicating
a similar perception of their role in Greek literature (e.g.,
see AVOIATOI XapTIA, pp. 216, 362; T. A6Otpou, H XoyoTcxvuT41
xAnpovoaia pas, Exaocus <<KauTavuLn>>, Athens, 1979, p. 30).
Elytis also quotes two extracts from Papadiamantis' work in
0 puxag vauTi,Xog (p. 41, lines 12-6), one of which contains
the word "(puAXopavo6vTwv" (in italics), which was doubtless
his inspiration for his poem "0 cpuXXop4vTng". See Z. Haux&Xng,
'0 EX6Tng wg <<OuXXop&vTng>>', X(IpTng, Volumes 21-3, November
1986, Athens, pp. 461, 464.

104. To 'ACuov 	 p. 54, lines 9, 25.

105. Loc.cit., lines 3-4, 33-4. The allusion is to the Mavroyeni
fountains on the island of Paros. (Cf. the "sanctification"
of Manto Mavroyeni, ibid., p. 41, line 25.)

106. See BaXtTag, op.cit., p. 165; Auyv&Ons, op.cit., p. 188.

107. See Vitti, ibid., p. 235; E. HanaxaluTou-Ncvou, <<I6o15
1 + 4 Aoapua yua TON) Nuaata EATn, Exaucug <<Aw5(!ovn>>,
Athens, 1980, p. 71.
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In a work such as To '/61uov EGTI:, which best expresses one of the

themes of Elytis' second period, namely the importance of Orthodox

Christianity in the Greek tradition (discussed in the following

section), the allusion to Papadiamantis is very appropriate.
108

Kalvos has always interested Elytis, as evidenced by the

frequent references in AVOUXT& XapTua;
109
 there is even a quotation

in HpooavaToXuapou.
110

Indeed Kalvos was the first Greek poet that Elytis studied,

during the Occupation, and following his participation in the Albanian

Campaign.
111

The result was an article on "H aXI-Ouv4 Tuouoyvwpua xau

Aupux4 TOXpil TOU Av6aa KetX0.ou", which first appeared in 1946.
112

This period also saw his writing of 'Aopa riptaxO xau TcL ,aupo you TOV 

108. Other possible reasons include Papadiamantis' interest in the
sea, which parallels this aspect of Elytis' earlier "Aegean"
poetry - in H MayEua TOU Hana5Lapay Tn, Elytis continually
returns to the theme of the sea in the writer's works (see
op.cit., pp. 29-30, 41, 48 in particular); the nature imagery
(see ibid., passim); or the laographic and linguistic elements.
Lignadis suggests that Elytis attempts to evoke the flavour of
Papadiamantis (in To '16iuov EuTt!,) through various words and
phrases found in the writer's stories (op.cit., pp. 146, 147,
148, 158, 172, 222, 250, 252); Elytis also appears to have used
an image from Papadiamantis' "To poupoAclyu T11C Twxuas" (see
ibid., p. 230).

109. See pp. 96, 256, 281, 286, 295, 296, 307, 352, 362 and the below-
mentioned article, (see footnote 112) pp. 45-89.

110. Ibid., p. 81.

Ta pupuapLa xeLn
T T1  np jpas TuXodau
TO avaitaupevov 1.1Tw1toy
Tns ouxoupEvns•

This introduces the first poem of the collection "Au .apt.:Es". It
is also quoted in AvouxTC4 XapTu&, p. 70.

111. Apyup(,ou, op.cit., p. 58; Vitti, KpuTuxlipEX4-rn, pp. 186, 333.

112. In the Christmas edition of Nta EOTLX, which was devoted to
Kalvos. It was reprinted in the September 1960 volume (another
aTapwpa), and in AVOUXTC'l XapTuL
In ibid., pp. 281, 286, 295 Elytis refers to his writing of this
article.
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XaPkvo av-aunoXoxayO Tfls AXI3avis,aS,
113
 and some critics have discerned

the possible influence of Kalvos in this first work of Elytis' second

period.
114

Others have pointed out elements of Kalvos' style (as it was

this, rather than any notion of Kalvos as a patriot that had attracted
,

Elytis)
115

 present in To 'ACuov EaTu.
116
 Probably the most noticeable

of these is the position of the adjective after the noun:
117

yCtcg au ,akpog Tug aAaxavTE
c118

Kalvos also appears in a work of Elytis' third period, 0 puxpOs

vauTt',Xo, representing the Modern Greek literary tradition
119

 (the

Ancient Greek and Byzantine being represented by Sappho and Romanos

respectively).
120

This mix of sources, as symbolic of the continual

Greek literary tradition, has its origin in the poetry of Elytis'

second period, and in To ' ACUOV EaT, in particular.

113. Apria,ou, op.cit., p. 58. This critic also notes that the
poet Nikitas Randos/Nicholas Kalas also admired Kalvos in
particular (ibid., p. 134); significantly, Elytis says that
his first poetic exercises were influenced by Randos, as well
as Embirikos (ibid., p. 58; Avouvr& XapTue‘, p. 115; K. MTWAaxag,
op.cit., p. 103).

114. See E(pabOtou, op.cit., pp. 14-5; MilTaeoln, op.cit., p. 40.

115. AVOUXTCA XU,OTLA, p. 296; Vitti, KpuTudi pcAtTn, p. 186. Other
reasons for his affinity with Kalvos are detailed in Avouvul
XapTat, pp. 45, 64; KOHOATI, FLU TO << P AELOV EGTC,>> TOU EX fl,
pp. 80-1; Vitti, ibid., p. 187.

116. See Mapwvii,Tnc, op.cit., p. 32; KapavT(ovng, FUOt TOV 06ua6L
p. 170; also Auyv&Sflg, op.cit., pp. 19, 50, 99, 118,

120-1, 136, 151, 153, 162, 169, 183, 186-7, 220, 221, 227,
267, for examples.

117. For a discussion of this aspect see Mocpwvi,Tfl, op.cit., p. 32;
Auyv&Ong, op.cit., pp. 32, 50; Avoocr& XapTujc, p. 65.

118. 'To 'MuOV EaTi„ p. 13, line 6.

119. See footnote 9. Elytis also quotes from Kalvos' 1st Ode
("o .6Xuog xvxXocqwmTog / XUL TrAouTiiccu TO IlLayoc / am!)
TTIV pupw8Lty / TWV xpucilov H(..TOWV", 0 puxpOc vocuTi,Aog,
p. 41, lines 4-7;	 see AVOLXT& XapTIT, p.-87),-and-mentions
Kalvos by name.and alludes to an Ode in HpcpoX6yuo  cas
akaTou Anpida,ou, p. 50, line 2.

120. See footnote 9.
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This section has attempted to examine the second aspect of

Elytis' personal mythology of the second period - which is based

on a new awareness of Greece's cultural tradition - namely, the

influence of Greece's literary and linguistic heritage. This new

focus in the second period, which is based on a system of allusions

referring only to the Greek literary tradition, contrasts markedly

with the references to French poetry in Elytis' earlier work.

It was shown that the best expression of the theme of the

influence of Greece's literary tradition occurs in To 'AEuov EGT(.4

as critics
121
 have said, this work reflects and celebrates the

history of the Greek (not just Modern Greek)language from antiquity

to the present day. Furthermore, Elytis' choice of poets, writers

and styles as a reflection of this literary tradition is influenced

strongly by his belief that "purely Greek elements" are those

engendered by two traditions - Byzantine and demotic - and these

sources dominate To 'ACuov EaTL Nevertheless he also refers to

Ancient writers, and these three sources - Ancient, Byzantine and

demotic - were examined in greater detail.

It was revealed that Elytis' use of Ancient sources as an

element in the portrayal of Greece's literary tradition was due,

to a large extent, to his recognition of the modern language's

linguistic debt to Ancient Greece, and the notion of linguistic

continuity. His sources included Homer and Sappho, and also

Heracleitus, Plotinus, Pythagorus, Aristophanes, Plato, Pindar and

Aeschylus.

The Byzantine literary tradition - more specifically, Byzantine

hymnology - plays a much more significant role in To 'ACuov EGTL,

its influence being seen most notably in the structure of the work,

as well as in its title. It was shown that in the second part,

121. MnTaj ins, op.cit., p. 32;	 op.cit., pp. 21-2,
33.
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"Ta 1-1&-9n", the pattern of Odes, Psalms and Readings is modelled on

prototypes of Byzantine liturgy; furthermore, the Odes show the

influence of Byzantine hymnology in terms of their versification

and other features, and may be likened to kontakia. The third

part, "To AoEaciTumOv", has also been influenced by hymnography,

in particular that which refers to the Virgin; this Mariolatric

association is conveyed for example in the use of ritual phrases

such as cc 	 aâo apOcpavTo, and xa46.

There are two strands to the third source, the demotic literary

tradition: folksongs and Cretan literature of the seventeenth century;

and writers of the nineteenth century. The influence of the demotic

folksongs is seen first in 'Aolla nowUx6 xau ntvupo you TOV Vi1tV0 

avauu07oxayO Trls	 AX0av ti,ac, in such features as its title; the metrical

system; the use of various motifs and characteristics of moirologia,

and folksongs in general; and repetition. To ' ACLOV ECTli also contains

references to folksongs, with allusions to xcXu6ovixpaTa, X(Ctpoc and

the folksongs "Trig 'ApTac TO Fc4pu" and "H Auycp-6 GTOV 'Ac5n". The

influence of Cretan literature is illustrated in the mention of

Aretousa. In terms of the second strand, the two most important

sources are Solomos and Makriyiannis, the influence of both being

discernible in the Readings of "Ta 1-14&n" in particular; elsewhere

Elytis also refers to Palamas, Papadiamantis, and Kalvos.

It was mentioned that Byzantine literature dealt, for the

most part, with subjects of a religious nature, and this fact is

reflected in To ' ACUOV EUTL Religion was also to provide the basis

for the third aspect of Elytis' new awareness of Greece's cultural

tradition, and this theme, the influence of the religious tradition

and the implications of the continuity of Orthodoxy, is examined in

the following chapter.
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CHAPTER THREE

PART THREE: THE INFLUENCE OF THE RELIGIOUS TRADITION OF
GREECE ON ELYTIS' POETRY OF HIS SECOND PERIOD (1945-60)

Elytis' poetry of his first period is definitely non-religious in

tone and content,
1
 unless one considers his ecstatic descriptions of the

Aegean, his "TuauoXaTpaa" to be a form of religious worship. Indeed

the pagan quality associated with this early poetry, seen in the

personification of elements of nature such as the sun and the sea,

almost precludes any Christian element.

Nevertheless, this sensual view of the world is seen by the poet

as an aspect of Christianity:

... whenever I speak of the most sensuous matters,
I conceive of them as being in a state of purity
and sanctity. I aim at the union of these two
currents. I am not a Christian in the strict sense
of the word, but Christianity's idea of sanctification
I do adapt to the world of the senses.2

However as Elytis' poetry matures and begins to deal with

subjects beyond the Aegean landscape, and one enters his "second

period", various aspects of the Orthodox religion begin to pervade

his work.
3
 The first example of this is seen in 'Acipa ripwUmS Hat, 

RIvaupo yea T°V X041V0 avonoXoxoty6 Tnc AXI3uvi,as, in the resurrection

of the second lieutenant.

There are early indications in this work of a heightened interest

in religion: in Poem A' Elytis speaks of the n aTcvayp6 ecoO" 4 and

1. There are religious references in HpoaavaToXuopa, and 'HXt,os o TcpLoc 
- Elytis alludes to God (ffpoaavaToAuapoi,, pp. 39, line 7; 110, line
9; 130, line 6; 'HXt,os o Tcaro, pp. 27, line 6; 30, line 7; 40,
line 18) and the Virgin Mary (HpoaavaToXualia, pp. 134, line 10;
136, lines 8, 20; 'HXuos o narroc, pp. 25, lines 7, 14; 26, line 12)
- but these are comparatively rare, and do not have the significance
of religious allusions in the poetry of Elytis' second period.

2. 'Analogies of Light', pp. 631-2. This notion of the "sanctity of
the senses" was discussed in greater detail in Chapter 1.

3. H xotAoaiwil GTUC XuxoTcopac contains four religious references (ibid.,
Poem II, lines 12,_16; Poem V, line 4; Poem VI, line 16) but these are
more in the style of the 'HXuoc o npLoc allusions (see footnote 1).

4. 'Aulla npuCHO	 nL)-9-upo yua TOV XaPOvo aveaunoXoxoty6 Tres AX(3avt!,as,
p. 9, line 11; cf. p. 12, line 3; p. 25, line 5; p. 27, line 16.
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"Bpaxou TtaX6yepou";
5

and in Poem.B'the poet cries

MflV aneXit:CcTau o ataupOg
.M6vo ec npoacvx0o6v paxpu& TOO ou pcycE6(560

6

The most important religious element, that of the resurrection

of the dead lieutenant, is introduced at the end of Poem 1A' ("Aveati,veu

Tt'opla povaxoc mau oX6Xapnpo!")
7
. This element could have been portrayed

as simply a transcending of death,
8
 or as an entry into the Paradise

of immortality,
9
 but Elytis has chosen to emphasize the Christian

parallel,
10
 the last lines illustrating this:

5. Ibid., p. 10, line 16. This is the first allusion to a monk in
Elytis' poetry.

6. Ibid., p. 11, lines 15-6. 	 This is also the first allusion to
the Cross.

7. Ibid., p. 30, line 8. This line is repeated with variations,
p. 31, lines 2, 12; p. 35, line 15.

8. That is, in the style of Digenis, who had been alluded to in
Poem 8. (See MnTacCing, op.cit., p. 9).

9. 'Aapa npwi.:71,5 xau nL)eaupo yua TOV xaptvo a .vuttoXoxaY6 TrIS 
p. 36, lines 5-7:

'Ave. pwnou TOV TWV&COUV, TOO cpai,vo y Tau avvTp6(pou TOO

«ilouALA itaX(Ct nouXu& pou, cow TcXetiov6u o (!tvaToci>>
<<E6vTpoTou a6vTpocpou ilaXots, pou, c6j) n Cal apv%cu!>>

10. This is achieved through Elytis' deliberate choice of words.
He calls it a miracle (ibid., p. 30, line 8; p. 31, lines 2, 12)
and TuDa.apnpri (ibid., p. 33, line 5) recall the word Aapnal,
and Vitti (KpuTT7-PcXL-n, p. 208) suggests that the noun "aytA1.,"

Ayu&Cu oup&vuas opopcptAc yuaXt%ci, aTa paXXL(1 TOO

( P Aolla ripcoUxo xau 1u6vupo yua TOO xaavo av ,aunoXoxayO Tres 

AV3avi,ac, p. 36, line 8)

also represents the verb ayuciccu. See also the reference to
spring (p. 31, line 11).

In his letter to Friar Elytis writes "... nothing further
remained for me but ... to give form to the Second Lieutenant
of the Albanian Campaign ... involved - in particular - within
and beyond Death, in the Resurrection, the Easter of God".
(Friar, 'Odysseus Elytis', p. 179. See E. 1?amaxpi1oTou-H4vou,
op.cit., p. 65 however). Vitti, (KpLTLxill pEXtTn, p. 206) argues
that the second lieutenant's triumph is not a resurrection, as
he ascends into Heaven rather than returning to earth; however,
Elytis' comments and his deliberate use of phrases endowed with
religious significance would appear to disprove this.
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Maxpujit xTuRav xapTulvsc aud xp6aTaAXo
A6puo, aUpuo, al5puo: TO IMUXU TOO 0606!

11

The theme of resurrection
12 is fairly significant in Elytis'

poetry, being linked with that of meteorism,
13 and Elytis was to

return to it in a later poem, "0&vaTo xau Av&aTaaug TOU KwvaTawri,vou

HaXauoAoyoo" (1971); 14 
in this work, however, the religious aspect is

not emphasized as much as in 'Aapa npwUxO xau Tctv .aupo you TOV XaptV0 

avaurcoAoxayO Tfl Wavac, the former being inspired essentially by

Elytis' awareness of his Byzantine heritage.
15

Elytis also refers to

death and resurrection in AVOUXTU XapTua,
16
 and the pattern of birth/

11. 'Aapa ripwUx6 xau ntvaupo you TOV xaptvo avaurcoAoxay6 TfS AAISiav(,as,
p. 36, lines 9-10. Cf. ibid., p. 32, lines 5-6:

Maxpat xTuTco6v xapTta y sS alto xp6aTaXXo
Al5puo, al5puo, Xtve: To Haaxa T'oupavai

12. The word "avcIaTaauc" is mentioned seven times in Elytis' poetry,
either as part of an alliterative device (e.g., see 'HAooS o 
itpwToc, p. 41, line 17; To povOypappa, p. 22, line 2) or as an
allusion to religion (To 'AEuov 	 p. 39, lines 11-2; ibid.,
p. 66, line 18; 0	 o nAu&Topa, p. 23, line 4; 0 puxpo 
vauTuXoc, p. 33, line 17) as well as in the title of the poem,
"8avaToc xau AVLYTUGUC TOO KWVGTUVT(.,VOU HaXauoX(5you" (Ta
ETepo-aaAn).

13. See Chapter 1 on the theme of meteorism, and see also the section
on wind in Chapter 2, footnotes 132-3.

14. The Emperor's resurrection is, in fact, not portrayed in this
poem; the poem ends with an image of war's destruction, followed
by an enigmatic line presumably referring to the Emperor's
symbolic resurrection ("TIONTOTE pc pua AEETI PEG ' GTU 60VTUU TOO

UGRUGTTI xeuT6cpcvo g/AuT6s/o TEAEuTai,os'EXXnvag" [Ta ETEpo,auX4,
p. 43, lines 18-21]). For more details see KapavToSvn, rua TOV 

06uaaL EXI5T71, pp. 225-6; Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 32.
Comparisons, based solely on this theme of resurrection,have been
made between 'Aapa TlpwtxO }tau RMupo yua Tov xapLo avaulioX0XaY6 
Tfl AX13avi,a  and "8cvaToS xau Av&aTaaus TOO KWV6TUVT(1,VOU

RaXauoAoyou n (MapwvuTil, op.cit., p. 70; mil TaCtxns, op.cit, pp. 9-
10, 16; Elytis himself also commented on this in the interview
'Analogies of Light', p. 641). For other examples of the
resurrection theme see To ' AEUOV EGTU, p. 22, lines 1-3, 10-4;
HpepoXoyuo svoS aaTou AnpuXt'„ou, p. 49, lines 5-6.

15. Elytis refers to this emperor again in HpEpoX(Syuo svoS wataTou 
AnpuAidou, p. 33, lines 6-7.

16. AvouxTa XapTua, pp. 31, 39, 142.
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suffering/resurrection, as portrayed in 'Aapa ripw1:316 xau TEL) ,Dupo you 

TOV xaavo avftRoXoxayO TfS AXPavi,ac is repeated in To 'Auov EUTC, 

and Mapi,a Nc(gXn, in a more complex form.
17

The introduction of these religious symbols (e.g., God, monks,

the cross) and concepts (such as resurrection) in Elytis' poetry of

the second period was an expression of the poet's new interest in the

Orthodox tradition, rather than any religious beliefs.
18

Elytis

viewed this tradition and its continuity as a formative influence on

the Greek people, and this belief would become even more apparent,

and gain greater significance, with the writing of To 'AEuov 

To 'Auov EGT(, greatly expands on this theme of religious

tradition, firstly by employing a liturgical framework on which to

base the work. This framework has already been discussed, and in the

discussion below on the subject of the influence of the religious

tradition in To ' AEUOV EGTt, examples will be confined to Biblical

borrowings and the influence of the Orthodox faith, as well as its

symbols.

The influence of the Bible is felt before the work's first lines,

in its stated theme, which is a quotation from the Old Testament,

Psalm 129:

facovLius czoXprlacly pc Ex vcciTnT6c pou,
}tau yap oux nouvOnaav pou. 19

17. MapwvuTri, op.cit., p. 108.

18. Vitti, KpuTu4 pcXLE11, pp. 208, 210. It has been suggested
(E(potLXou, op.cit., p. 14) that Kalvos' influence is seen in
Elytis' ideas on resurrection.

19. To iMuov 	 p. 9. Cf. KoxoanS Tua TO <<'Fil.,01)	 TOU 

EAUTTI, pp. 24, 71.
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This Biblical influence is continued in the first part of the poem,

"H FLEau", which is obviously modelled thematically on the Genesis

of the Old Testament;
20 like its Biblical counterpart it is made up

of seven sections. These seven "Hymns" corresponding to the days of

Creation,
21 also represent the Ages of Man, and the hours from dawn

to midday. 22 The Biblical parallel is further emphasized in various

phrases e.g., "ETT1V OtO0 TO Twg" 23 and "TOTE erne xat, yevvOrpiev n

,aCcAaccla"
24 which recall the Old Testament Genesis; the first example,

as critics 25 have pointed out, also echoes the beginning of The

Gospels according to St. John, i.e., "'Ev apxrl rlv o AOyos . , and To

I titdov ECITl, contains many such phrases and images that show obvious

links with the Bible.
26

20. The "God" in Elytis' Genesis is both an old, traditional figure
("yepovTag yvwc-cumOg ee6g" (p. 20, line 13)) and a more modern
one, intertwined with the Sun and the figure of the poet himself
("vLg 6Oxupog 8e6g" (p. 13, line 32)). See Ko%6Ang, ibid., pp.
27-9 for a discussion of the portrayal of this God.

21. The elements created in "H FL)eciug" are, respectively, the Sun/
Poet; the Earth; the sea and islands; small plants and birds;
girls and love;	 then knowledge of self; and the creation of
need.

22. Elytis' own commentary to To 'AELoo ECTC,, referred to in Keeley
and Savvidis, op.cit., p. 95.

23. To 'Muov 	 p. 13, line 1. Cf. with the Old Testament Genesis:
"Kai, anev o Bag' yevvrOTw TMg.	 theTo Ti-ASg" (Mapwvi,Tng,
op.cit., p. 30; KoxoAng FLU, TO <<'Muov EciTL >> TOU EALT11, p. 53).

24. To ' ACLOV EGT, p. 16, line 9. Cf. with the same line from the
Old Testament. (KoilLALg, loc.cit; Auyv&Ong, op.cit., p. 65).

25. mapwvuTri g, op.cit., p. 30; Avyvaons, op.cit., p. 49; HaRaxalaTou-
HOtvou, op.cit., p. 77; P.M. Minucci71-vcaug> > TOU EX15Tfl:

xoapoyovuxOg p15 .N)g xott, EvTcAxcuct' (trans. B. HAanouAog), Xj)TflS,
Volumes 21-3, Athens, November 1986, pp. 299-300.

26. To examine each one is outside the scope of this thesis; for a full
discussion see Auyvotânc, op.cit., passim, and to a lesser extent,
HanaxpnaTou-Havou, op.cit., and KomiAns, rUa TO <<i MLOV EGTU"

TOU EAUT11.
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Just as the first part of To ' AELOV EaTl, has a Biblical parallel,

so do sections of "Ta il&an . . While the Odes are based on elements of

Byzantine hymnography, the Psalms have their counterparts in the

Psalms of David.
27

Furthermore, the Fifth and Sixth Readings also

show the influence of the Bible.
28
 The Fifth, "H AuVI TWV HpoMTwv",

makes use of the metaphor of one's people as sheep, emphasizing the

Biblical parallel through the use of phrases that recall the Gospels

according to St. John,
29
 and Ezekial;

30
 the "HpoconTumO" is said to be

based on the Apocalypse,
31
 a work whose influence on To ' AEUOV EUTt!, 

was the subject of a study by E. Papachristou-Panou.
32

27. Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 27; HaTcaxaluTou-lAvou, op.cit.,
p. 75. Lignadis is less specific, mentioning that they are
based on the Old Testament Psalms (op.cit., pp. 29, 30), and
Savvidis compares them with the seven hymns of "H rtvccus"
(op.cit., p. 178).

28. The Fifth, and especially Sixth, Readings differ markedly in
tone from the preceding four, which are essentially historical
narratives.

29. KoxOXTI, rua TO <<'Auov ant5> TOO EATfl, p. 142; Auyv&Onc,
op.cit., pp. 206-7.

30. KowSku, loc.cit.; Vitti (ibid., p. 273) however quotes an
interview with Elytis in which the latter claimed the parable
of the Prophet Daniel as the basis for this Fifth Reading.

31. Auyv&Ong, op.cit., pp. 226-8; AuxyarA, op.cit., pp. 66, 90.
Elytis' interest in the Apocalypse is seen in its influence
on his poetical works (To i .lkuov ECT(', and MaiAa NcWal [see
pp. 24-9 in particular]) and in the fact that he translated
it into Modern Greek (see Appendix A). This was later made
into a TV programme, and shown as Greek television in the
Easter of 1986.

32. For other references to allusions to the Apocalypse in To
'Auov EaTt!, see Ha-maxp'flaTou-116vou, pp. 38, 42, 51-2, 73, 74,
75, 77, 79, 83, 87.
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From the brief examples given above, one can appreciate

Maronitis' statement that "... E1E6VOC not) e-a	 va uTtopvflpaTi,acu

TO <<' AELOV	 -9-0t npLccu va )(. cu 6LEXa TOO Ta xapcva Tfl

cxxXnauaaTux-rjg pag TuXoXoyi,ag, amS TT1V HaAauOt xau Kauvrj AuaOxil twg

npoacoarn upvoypaw:a pas. 
.
- 33 Nevertheless all these references

to the Bible and religion (combined with the liturgical framework)

should not suggest that To 'guov ECM!, is a religious work; indeed,

the Christian tradition has been adapted to the poet's view of the

world.
34

Concepts such as sin, virtue, purity and Paradise are

mentioned, but it should be kept in mind that their portrayal is not

necessarily in accordance with the Orthodox view. Even God Himself,

in "H FEVEGGC" is not the God of the Bible, but a benevolent figure,

who is linked inseparably with the Sun and the Poet himself: 35

'HTav o 11Auog pc TOV aEova TOO pLYa 1.10U

noXuaxTuaog 6Xog TOO maXo6ac Kau
36

UUTOC aVOcua 1100 flpouva 0 noAXo6g UaNEC npuv.

This association of the Christian God with the pagan personifica-

tion of the Sun is not simply a surrealistic image, but one of the

more obvious examples of the way in which Elytis combines the two

traditions, 37 reflecting both the folk mind and the idolatry of the

Greek Church. This juxtaposition is, in fact, reflected in the motif

33. Mapwvi,Tng, op.cit., p. 30.

34. AvxvapcX, op.cit., p. 66; Vitti, KpuTuxii potkvii , p. 235 (Vitti
makes a parallel with Papadiamantis); 0aati,Trig, op.cit., pp. 45-6
(again the reference to Papadiamantis).

35. See footnote 20.

36. 'AEUOV	 p. 13, lines 18-20.

37. For a discussion of the pagan/Christian mix in Elytis' poetry,
see Carson, 49 scholia on the poems of the Odysseus Elytis, p. 36;
Carson, 'Mapi„va i , p. 446; Decavalles, 'Maria Nefeli and the
Changeful Sameness of Elytis', pp. 29-30.
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on the front cover of To 'Au0v ECIT. Designed by Yiannis Tsarouhis,

it depicts a dolphin entwined around a trident;
38
 subsequently referred

to twice in the work,
39
 it is portrayed as an alternative symbol for

the Christian cross, which Elytis sees as a symbol of sacrifice.
40

Furthermore, the lithograph designed by Yiannis Moralis on the page

facing the title page also portrays this theme of pagan and Christian

elements combined: it depicts a mermaid within an icon stand, with a

godlike Sun watching over.
41 The portrayal of the Sun has been

discussed above; the other image is probably a reference to the Aegean

iconography of the Mermaid Madonna: 42

AEION EETI TO X£OU Tres ropy6va
43nou xpaTa TO TpumaTapTo as VOt TO ACEU

38. This in fact is a symbolic emblem found, in relief, on many
neoclassical fountains in Greece. (Keeley and Savvidis, op.cit.,
p. 99) and Vitti (KpuTuxi'l pcXL71, p. 274) writes that Elytis
claims to have seen it many times. See Elytis' reference to this
symbol in one of his dreams, related in AVOLXTCCI xapTI3 , p. 171.
Auyvas l c, op.cit., p. 191 discusses its mythological and
astrological significance.

39. To ' AELOV EGTL:, p. 55, lines 9, 15, 28-9; p. 69, line 11.

40. OGO La 66X(gVld... xaL V ' UXAC4Ela TO vOnpa TOO papTupi,ou/...
va nc lov4 xau va Xl5VEL TO ax4pa TOO ETaupol5." (ibid., p. 55, lines
8, 12, 15). See also Auyvanc, op.cit., pp. 190, 237; KomOxil,
I'Lla TO << ' .28iLOV EGT15> TOO EAUTTI, p. 103; Auxvap4, op.cit., p. 81;
Vitti, KpuTuxii peUTT), p. 252.

41. For a discussion of this image see KoxiAng, ibid., p. 20.

42. Keeley and Savvidis, op.cit., p. 100; Boxiavi s, op.cit., p. 45;
Auyva5ng, op.cit., p. 248.

43. To 'ALov 	 p. 73, lines 9-10. (Cf. this figure with Elytis'
Marina. One critic, in fact, even compares Marina with the
mermaid in Hans Christen Andersen's story [M. AayyoupLX11, 'H
ruvai,xa	 o CpcUTas CTO 1pyo TOO EA5TrI', ALMÄUX4 rp&ppaTa, Volumes
43-4, January-April 1978, p. 110]. See also the image in
'HAuo o np(f)Toc:

Ku fl Havayt'a xa4cTaL	 Ilavayi,a xalloyOu't
To nLayo Lau nou xuX4cu 13a-au& nciao T11S pouetcu!
... ETON) 137tvo aou npoal.Aouv Tpt'a TpuxCtTapTa!

(Ibid., p. 25, lines 14-5, 18)
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as similar allusions occur in other works of Elytis.44

This type of ambiguous feminine religious figure is also

encountered in 'Erl xau puct T15q)ELg you  TOV oupav6; again a litho-

graph depicts her, a winged naked girl/angel
45
 studying her own

reflection. She is described later, in a poem, as Apc-r4]

Mua aTay8va xwactpo6 vcpoiS	 Tnv a-ruavc Apc-a)
xau Trig cOwaav Eva Auyv6 ayopuaTuxO atLpa. 46

and is identified with the Virgin Mary.
47

'Er] xau pua TL(IJEL you TOV oupavO contains other Biblical

borrowings, indeed, in spite of the many borrowings and liturgical

framework in To '261uov EGTI,, it is the former collection of just seven

poems that presents a greater sense of religious awe, although in this

case it is not restricted to the influence of the Greek Orthodox Church. 48

As in To ' ACLOV EUT[,, the Old Testament Genesis plays a role; here

it is in the symbolic "ET-ra pcpcg )(La TrIV auwvuoTriTa",
49 

which closes

the collection.

44. "ropyova EuayycALTTpa pour" ('HAuoc o RaTos. , p. 4, line 17);
"H Havayua TO -dAayo/xpaTo6ac a-rnv itoSuci, Tns/... xu ci3yauvav ou
ropyovEc" (Ta pw TOU ptlyra, p. 27, lines 1 -2, 8); "E-rov
Tn ropyova pc 'CU	 -rcAcIta paUud .../ffauau pc TO Au134vu xau pc TO

Axxuvo aTaupd" (To povoypappa, pp. 13-4).
In AvouxTa XapTud, in Elytis' article on the painter Theofilos,
he writes: "H Havayua Ta LSevso aTnv RA6pn TWV xaUxu6v as
ropyova ..." (ibid., p. 215).

45. For details on this common motif in Elytis' poetry and collages,
see Chapter 1, footnotes 50-2.

46. 'En xao pUU T4eug you TOV oupavS, p. 16, lines 16-8. See
Chapter 1, footnote 53.

47. Friar, 'The Imagery and Collages of Odysseus Elytis', p. 708;
Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 23.

48. Lyhnara , sees the difference thus: "To 'ACuov EaTL HUV6LTUU aTov
cAArivuxo xttpo, ou T1_1(1)6, aTov moapux6 xuSpo." (op.cit., p. 42).
Cf. Kapav-rulvnc, rUa TOV 06uaaea 	 p. 190.

49. Karandonis mistakenly calls this poem "ET-reit pEpEs you TM)

Anpuoupyua", reinforcing the Biblical prototype (ibid., p. 195).
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In the previous poem the Biblical allusion is even clearer.

Entitled "0 'AXXog N6c", Elytis deliberately chooses phrases that

attest to this new interest in religious tradition: "aTng otaxiiTaa
, 50

you TriV KL(RAJTO";	 "pua Mov6 chr. 6";
51 

"tacpaXe o 9c6c, va oTOLEcu/

Ta,Xua Trig Hap&8cuaoc!"
52

The poem ends with a woman, "fl rvvauma

nopocpOpoeletting a bird go, recreating the image of Noah and

the dove.

This section has attempted to examine a third aspect of Elytis'

personal mythology in the second period: the theme of religious

tradition. In particular this refers to the Orthodox tradition, and

is based on the poet's belief that its continuity has acted as a

formative influence on the Greek people. It should be emphasized,

however, that Elytis' new interest in religion and the Orthodox

tradition is not the result of any religious beliefs; it is simply

another aspect of his new awareness of the Greek cultural tradition.

The theme of the influence of religious tradition is introduced

in 'Aapa ripwCA xau ntvaupo you TOV avunoXoxaycS T11 AA.P.avia: it is

conveyed in the allusions to various religious symbols, and, more

importantly, in the portrayal of the hero's resurrection, in which

the Christian parallel is emphasized.

To 'AEuov EUTI!, and 'EEn xau pua T4cug you TOV oupavO were

shown to develop the theme of religious tradition further. Its

expression may be categorized into two areas: Biblical borrowings;

and the juxtaposition of Christian and pagan motifs, as a reflection

of the interweaving of these two traditions within the Greek Orthodox

Church.

Examples of the influence of the Bible in To ' AELOV EGT% are

numerous, and only the most significant were examined. These included

50. 'EEn xau pua T4cus. you TOV oupavO, p. 22, line 11.

51. Loc.cit., line 5.

52. Ibid., p. 23, lines 20-2.. The notion of Paradise is an important
aspect of the personal mythology of Elytis' third period. See
Chapter 4, footnotes 25-50.
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the modelling of the section "H,I7L)cau". and the Psalms of "TaJljtn"
on their Biblical counterparts,:.and the use of phrases and images

borrowed from The Gospels according to St. John; 'EEn Hat, pua,T4cuc

yua tov • OupavO contained references to Genesis and the story of

Noah.

The juxtaposition of the Christian and pagan traditions was

shown to be expressed in three important motifs in To ' MUM.) EU-EL

God of "H rtvcauc", who is portrayed as a benevolent figure linked

with the figures of the Sun, and the Poet; the alternative symbol

for the Christian cross, the dolphin entwined around a trident; and

the Mermaid Madonna. This feminine religious figure is repeated in

ApicTi'l, the girl-angel of 'Erl Hat. pia T4cug yua TOV oupav6.

Religious references are even more frequent in the poetry of

Elytis' third period; nevertheless, since his personal mythology of

this later stage does not focus, in part, on the theme of the

influence of the religious tradition, these allusions are merely

symbolic, and do not possess the same significance as those of Elytis'

second period, discussed above. It is this change in emphasis

apparent in Elytis' personal mythology of his third period that will

be examined in the following chapter.
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INTRODUCTION TO CHAPTER FOUR

THE TRANSITION BETWEEN ELYTIS' SECOND AND THIRD PERIODS

The poetry of Elytis' third period (1971 to the present day)

is quite extensive in volume,and is generally considered to be his

most fruitful period.

Nevertheless, despite the various innovations that he introduces

in this period, which will be discussed below, one's initial impression

is that Elytis appears to be returning to the style of his earlier

poetry. The similarities in imagery and themes are immediately

apparent: the same girls, and the emphasis on sex; the Utopia setting,

with the trees, flowers, birds and insects, sunlight and colour - in

short the same Aegean backdrop.
1
 Even the titles are significant:

0 ifiXuoc o flAu4Topac is an older counterpart for 'HXLos o Tcpc'oToc.

There is, however, a distinct difference between the world of

HooaavaToXuapa and that of the poetry of the third period. Firstly

the sense of innocence
2
 and youthful optimism that characterized

Elytis' early poetry has been lost in the war scenes of 'Aapc ripwi:x6

}tau NL'aupo you TOV xaptvo avb-uRoXoxay6 Tflg AXI3avt',ag and To 'Muov

EGT(,, and replaced with a more ironic, self-mocking treatment of the

same subject matter. For example, in 0 tjXLOS o flXu&Topac Elytis uses

the speeches of the sun as a medium in which "to play mockingly with

some of his most basic themes" in nursery rhyme:
3

Mc Ta puIt io& xapi,vua TOO

malAXa aTa OcATi,vua TOO

p6 TLS xoitcXcc TUC yupytc
not) xal,yovTau UTUg appouOuc.

4

1. The exception is Maada Nccpbal, which is set in an urban environment.

2. Lyhnara (op.cit., p. 112) terms it "&yvouct".

3. Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 42.

4. 0	 o nXu&Topag, p. 10, lines 3-6.
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. The second, and more important difference between the imagery

of the first and third periods is that the voaux6 TORI',0 of

HpoaavaToXuapa, has been replaced with a pcTacpu6ux6 counterpart,
5

with Elytis giving a metaphysical meaning and depth to the Nature

of his early work; this "deeper meaning" of Nature is discussed at

length by the poet in A\OLXT& XapTL&:

... pc TOV -cago VA) tI3Acna Tn aon, TO

elpa xaTavTo6ac va pnv avau nua n (DOon.
Ad TO Opapa ERyaLVE pua at!,a .anan xau
n ca,anan aUTf o5nyo6ac nCtXu a' Lm Opapa...

AUT(1 La par&w xau pwTapau o tBoos,
fiTav Tonioo; 'HTav povha 4an;
...	 oXa auTc't fiTav "ATI, &XXO HUG hu
anAA }tau pOvo <<066n>>. 'H TO-cc ...n TOTE

n cAAnvuxi'l (plan Itpaypaiumi Lcpcne v& 'vau
xa TO &A.A.0	 ,N6 'vau cpopTuapLn pc
puaTux4 pnv6paTa	 xau va naiipvcid you
TOUT() OuxauwpaTux& pLia pag TO vOnpa 6
xau TO PApog puag puaTumig anoaToV6g.

This belief is foreshadowed in Elytis' use of the device of

metamorphosis, and his theory of analogies, in the poetry of his

first period.
7
 In his later poetry, this metaphysical meaning takes

on a far greater significance as it is now the axis of all of Elytis'

poetry, the sun,
8
 that is invested with a metaphysical power.

Elytis' theory of "solar metaphysics" is the major distinguishing

characteristic of the poetry of the aspects of the poet's personal

mythology discussed in this chapter. Others include Elytis' notion

of, and search for Paradise; a greater interest in language; and an

emphasis on Greece's Eastern heritage.

5. AuxvarA, op.cit., p. 112.

6. Avouvr& Xaotilt, pp. 240-1. (His emphasis)

7. See Chapter 2, the section on metamorphosis, footnotes 63-5.

8. "... the sun has always had a central place in my poetry..."
('Analogies of Light', p. 640)
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CHAPTER FOUR

ELYTIS' PERSONAL MYTHOLOGY OF HIS THIRD PERIOD (1971-85)

Elytis' theory of "solar metaphysics" is undoubtedly the most

significant element in his personal mythology of the third period.

It is also the final stage in the changing portrayal of the sun in

Elytis' poetry. In the first period, the sun's importance centred

on its place in the Greek, or more specifically, Aegean, landscape,

in the second, when the emphasis was on war, it became a symbol for

justice and freedom from oppression.

In the third period its significance relates to its role as

the main protagonist in Elytis' theory of solar metaphysics, the

mystery of light; as the poet said,

When I speak of solar metaphysics, I mean the
metaphysics of light. Since the sun has always
had a central place in my poetry, I called it
solar metaphysics.1

The earliest reference to this theory, variously termed "nAm41

peTaQuaLx/5" and "pcTaQuaLRA TOU cpwT6g", is in 1948, when Elytis was

in Paris, and was requested by Rend Char and Albert Camus to write

an article "Pour un lyrisme d'inventions architecturales et de

mdtaphysique solaire", based on the ideas that he had expanded in

conversations with them.
2
 Although the article was never written, it

was not until 1971, with the publication of To cpwT66E yTpo, that solar

metaphysics played a role in his poetry.

Discussing his ability to give a clear explanation of the term

in AVOLXT4 XapTLA Elytis confesses "Ta aua,aaapouva ReptiaciOTEpo Rap&

1. 'Analogies of Light', pp. 639-40.

2. AvouxT4 XapTucit, p. 322. For more details, see Chapter
footnote 64.
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,
nou Ta oToxacOpouva Ita-Dapa".	 However, from the examples and

statements in AvouxTet XapTu& and elsewhere, it is clear that this

is a personal theory, connected in some way with. the "mystery of

light",
4
 and, as Decavalles points out, not a new version of the

solarism of ancient mythologies.
5

Elytis believes that "Europeans and Westerners always find

mystery in obscurity, in the night, while we Greeks find it in

light...;
6
 hence the phrase "mystery of light". Furthermore, as

mentioned earlier
7
 the poet believes in another, deeper (or

8"aXOuvr1") side to life of which we are unaware, and that the

mystery and truth of life is revealed to us in momentary "flashes",

or messages, which always occur in bright sunlight, generally at

noon. Elytis illustrates this point by relating three incidents

in his own life
9
 when he experienced "Eva pifivupa puaTux& aTaXptvo

anO TO p6poc Tfl$ awns nounou ayvoo6pc-" .10 He concluded:

3. Loc.cit. In the interview 'H Yn4)fiaan xau n FewpkTpflan',
discussing the importance of the sun, Elytis says: "M&TU

TETOLO avau (nou auT .6 TT) aTuyal Scv pnoptS nap& va TO

cluppkw anAorA) nou p' kxave va puVl aw x&noTe yua puav
<<nAucoal peTa Tuouldi >>, va nAetaw auTON) TOV opo nou ex np&rng
14cws poukcu aueat'dpcTo". (Op.cit., p. 758)

4. Critics interpreting the meaning of the phrase "solar
metaphysics" also tend to refer to a sense of mystery. See
for example, Levitt, op.cit., p. 10; Decavalles, 'Maria 
Nefeli and the Changeful Sameness of Elytis', p. 46.

5. Decavalles, ibid., p. 34.

6. 'Analogies of Light', p. 642.

7. See above, in the introduction to this chapter.

8. Vitti, KpuTuOi pEALTI, p. 231.

9. Avouvr& XapTL&, pp. 318-20. These involved a lizard, a naked
girl and a butterfly, and dolphins respectively.

10. 'Analogies of Light', p. 642.
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This was for me another revelation of the
mystery of the light. It is a mystery which
I think we Greeks can fully grasp and present.
It may be something unique to this place. Perhaps
it can be best understood here, and poetry can
reveal it to the entire world. The mystery of
light. When I speak of solar metaphysics, that's
exactly what I mean.11

There are several references in Elytis' poetry to the meaning

of solar metaphysics, i.e. the sun or light as a revelatory medium

that explains the mystery of life in flashes

Eo6 'Octixe Tn AApci)n auTfl TO Twg au-EC) TO V01111a

no° yupacug 12

Eav oTayOva vc ip o6 	 GTOV fIALO 13
Mc nnyaiivEu xu oXOyupvog TO .&aUpa,Acw

but, reinforcing the "personal" element in this aspect of Elytis'

personal mythology, the poet prefers to allude to the three above-

mentioned incidents in his own life that were examples of the "mystery

of light":

EOSa Twg va Tip xcu xau pLa TOU OcXgvua
pou clAvnxE rix6 &XXou x6apou

(PWVT1 TOO nounTfi .14

It is, in Elytis' view, the role of the poet to translate these

momentary revelations about life into verse,
15
 to catch the,"&nuaaTa

” 16
TOO HapaSauou	 As he writes in 0 puxag vauTb■og, D'OTav

11. 'Analogies of Light', p. 642.

12. 0 puxag vauTt!,Xog, p. 32, line 17.

13. Ta eTcpoaV, p. 55, lines 20-1. This poem is entitled "AdaTuXot
puaTux& yua Lax) Op-apo OTO AGX/1T4U0 TOU AnoUo6".

14. Maga NcT6An, p. 90, lines 16-8. See also Ta ETEpo ,a0M, p. 41,
lines 10-1; there are also many references to naked breasts, or
naked girls in Elytis' poetry.

15. See AvouxT& XapTu4, p. 94 for example: "... o Tcour11)g, xTuR1p6vog
alto pua TLEOLU cpcuyaXL anox&Xuq)n..."; and Friar, 'The Imagery
and Collages of Odysseus Elytis', pp. 710-1-

16. To cpwTOOevTpo, p. 14, line 7.
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avaxaX4oupc TL pucTuxtg axLIEug TM) EVVOL6V nu, TUC nconar6aoupc

6E,04GOC .ht 13yoUpE CY ' Eva &XXOU'Et,60	 CL2WTO nou avau fl Holidnan".

Solar metaphysics is the central axis in Elytis' personal

mythology in his third period; in his poetry this theory is best

exemplified in his first work of the period, To ourLicyTpo, with

this particular tree the supreme symbol of solar metaphysics.
18
 It

is more than a tree
19
 - it is a source of light and life,

20
 and a

symbol of truth:
21

TL Xoyfig,avau fl aXicua	 OXo (p6XXa
uTpoyyuX&	 xL an6 TO utpog TOO T1A.Lou

22

Its importance may be gauged by the fact that it is referred to

in Maria NEcpbn as an idol. 23

As mentioned earlier Elytis' theory of solar metaphysics

represents a final stage in the development of his ideas about

the role of the sun in his work. A second aspect of his personal

mythology of the third period, Elytis' notion of, and search for,

Paradise, is, however, not an extension of the theme of religious

tradition expressed in the second period.

This is not to imply that there are no allusions to religion -

17. 0 pumpOg vauTbtog, p. 20, lines 5-7. Cf. ibid., p. 21, lines 8-13.

18. Decavalles, 'Maria Nefeli and the Changeful Sameness of Elytis',
p. 45.

19. Cf. "To cpwTOSEvTpo" with "H TpcXVI PoOLA"; these trees are
probably the most important symbolic trees in Elytis' poetry
(and are separated by a period of exactly thirty years), and
yet the pomegranate tree has none of the metaphysical quality
of the "or66cvTpo".

20. See Vitti, KpuTudi pcXtTn, p. 296; Decavalles, ibid., p. 46;
KapoNTLng, rua TON) Muciata 	 p. 203.

21. Vitti, loc.cit.; Auxua lA, op.cit., p. 116.

22. To cpura5evTpo, p. 39, lines 17-8.

23. Maaia Nc(pbal, p. 19, lines 20-1.

17
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specifically Christianity, and the Greek Orthodox faith in

particular - in the poetry of the third period. In fact,

Elytis alludes a great number of times to religious figures,

and matters of religious significance. However the focus of

the second period, that is, the Greek Orthodox tradition as a

formative influence and source of comfort through years of

struggle, is not present; Elytis increasingly refers to aspects

of Eastern religions.
24

The search for Paradise is emphatically not undertaken in

a religious sense, as Elytis stressed in an interview:

When I say "paradise", I do not conceive of it
in the Christian sense. It is another world
which is incorporated into our own, and it is
our fault that we are unable to grasp it.25

Elytis also stated that the search for Paradise was a

continual theme in his poetry,
26
 and certainly the Utopia portrayed

in HpoaavetToXLapoi, and 'HALoc o npLoc can be viewed as a kind of

Paradise, as can "To AoEccaTLx6v" section of To 'AELov ElaTl., in

which all things worthy of praise, all the elements that compose

the new Paradise, are hymned. Nevertheless, it is in the third

period that it begins to play a significant role in Elytis'

personal mythology, as witnessed in the number of references to

24. See this Chapter, footnote 105.

25. 'Analogies of Light', p. 641. Elytis goes on to speak of the
importance of the sea in his poetry; the association is not
coincidental, as he himself realises: "Yes, I find even in
the depths of the sea the kind of paradise which I seek!" and
Decavalles has commented on the marine paradise portrayed in
"EutTcLos. ", from HpoaavocToXLapa. ('Eros: His Powers, Forms
and Transformations in the Poetry of Odysseus Elytis', p. 664).

26. 'Analogies of Light', loc.cit.
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the word "nap&Ocuaog".27

The fact that the search for Paradise is associated with the

poetry of the third period may also be attributed to the influence

of Plato, both in references
28
 and quotations,

29
 during the period.

Critics have discussed various aspects of this influence,
30
 and the

subject is outside the confines of this thesis; nevertheless it

should be noted that Elytis often refers to Plato when dealing with

this search for Paradise.
31

27. The word "nap&ScLuo u is mentioned six times in To cpwt6c5EvTpo;
once in Ta pw TOU tpurra; four times in both To pov6ypappa and
Ta 6TC0o3aAll; twice in Maga Nccpb.n; once in TpCa EouifipaTa;
twice in HpepoAcSyLo c y6c a4L1Tou AnpuXCou; and four times in
0 pLmac vauTCAoc, a total of twenty four references. This
contrasts with one reference in the poetry of Elytis' first
period, and four in that of the second period.

28. Plato's name is mentioned twice in Elytis' poetry (To
pwT66cyTpo, p. 15, line 4; 0 puxgc vauTCXog, p. 121, line
6); prose references are detailed in IaxU, op.cit., pp.
68-72.

29. There are several quotations from Plato's work, notably Phaedo 
in Elytis' poetry. See IamU, op.cit., pp. 68-72 for details,
as well as a list of quotations from Plato in Elytis' prose.

30. See Decavalles, 'Eros: His Power, Forms and Transformations in
the Poetry of Odysseus Elytis', pp. 662, 663, 664, 667, 673;
Decavalles, 'Maris Nefeli and the Changeful Sameness of Elytis',
pp. 32-4, 45, 54-5; Carson, 49 scholia on the poems of Odysseus 
Elytis, pp. 20, 46, 64, 66, 76; MepaiiVic, op.cit., pp. 220-1;
Mapwvvnic, op.cit., p. 102; X. EaxcUagoo, Ha .eoXoyCa Trig 
Tc y cupatum'ig77gT Exaact, <<cDuXunnOTn>>, Athens, 1983, p. 17.

31. See AvouxT& XapTA, p. 144, and Elytis' comment on this
passage in 'Analogies of Light', p. 641, where the poet makes
the association between Plato's Atlantis and Elytis' vision
of Santorini as an example of a lost Paradise. A reference
to Plato, and the meaning of Paradise, are also both contained
in a poem from 0 pt,xpos vauTCXoc, p. 121.

See also the comments of Friar (The Sovereign Sun, p. 37) and
Decavalles ('Eros: His Power, Forms and Transformations in the
Poetry of Odysseus Elytis', p. 672) on the poem "ileg noALTECag".
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It was stated in the discussion on Elytis' theory of the union

of opposites that this could be seen as a prelude for the poet's

search for Paradise,
32
 and it would appear that this is indeed a

major element in Elytis' portrayal of Paradise.	 In his Paradise,

"opposites are reconciled and unified";
33
 Paradise is a poetic state,

... a third state of the spirit where opposites
cease to exist. There are no more opposites
beyond a certain level of elevation.34

The concept of the "third state"
35
 is already implicit in "To

AoCaaTuTtOy " of To 'AELov Ea-rid; by the third period the poet has

found a symbolic term, "the third heights" which expresses this idea

of Paradise:

'Opeog 7co6 TO < <X&Plia"; Ha n < <v6a W11";
AXXOt.lApTug fipouva oTav c5Ta Taita 60-1

,	 36
'Eva-Eva 1..Yrrvol5o.ay Ta Au6cpwra TOU acpos

Cotpaya HOOLTCAHLU Tres RPovis no .6 p' tX. ETE auXX4136L;
Exec; ETU TpLTa 601;37

Less common, but also employed to describe Paradise are phrases

such as "fl axaTn Tt-rapTri opopqmA", 38 or "fl EAAA5a fl OaTepn TOU

elt&vw x6apou
"39

32. See Chapter 1, footnotes 18-9.

33. Decavalles, ibid., p. 673.

34. 'Analogies of Light', p. 632.

35. See Avouvr& xapTiA, p. 18 for a more detailed explanation of
Elytis' concept of the "third state".

36. Ta uccpoaXA, p. 26, lines 5-7.

37. Mapict Necp6Xn, p. 99, lines 4-5. The inclusion of two passages
from Phaedo (loc.cit., lines 9-15; a longer version appears in
AVOLXTU xapTA, p. 320) further emphasizes the Platonic
influence on Elytis' concept of Paradise. (Cf. footnote 31.)
For other references to "the third heights", see Maaa NETtxn,
p. 66, line 18; ibid, p. 101, line 5; To cpur66evTpo, p. 56,
line 6 ("Ztoi &X7 TaTn").

38. To pwTO6cvTpo, p. 55, line 17: "OTCcaouv oXa aTn y ncaTripn
ObtaTri -L-TapTri opopwA".

39. 0 pLxpOs vauTiAog, p. 27, lines 11-2; p. 99, lines 19-20.
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However this third state, where opposites no longer exist, is

not the only element in Elytis' poetic Paradise. Proceeding from the

premise that love and lust are one and the same in Paradise,
40
 Elytis

condemns the falseness of the idea of the Fall and the Original Sin,
41

one "fostered by Western Christianity ... (which) has perverted and

negated the very notions of earthly love".
42

This is nowhere better

illustrated than in Maga NETLI-1, in the poem entitled "0 nponaTopux6c

Hap&Ocuao", where the Antiphonist complains "Acv axapnkw ypu an6

nponaTopux& apapTi'lpaTa / xau CaXa TWV AUTUXWV ccpcualpaTa".
43

He goes

on to describe the vision of a past Paradise:

'HTav GTOV xaup6 TOO 06XXou TOO FuaVuoTcpol')
Onou 3ctoXEUI:XV o E jt'allg XL n mnpAvfl.44

This importance of sexual love in Elytis' Paradise, portrayed

in the girl with the golden key who opens up Paradise in a poem from
,Ta pw TOO cpwTa,

45 
is also emphasized in AvouxT& XapTua.

46
 Discussing

40. Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 37.

41. This idea had been introduced earlier, in the second period
(see To 'AELovEaT(,, p. 61, lines 8-9; p. 65, lines 1-2, 17-8;

xau pia T1'.46bg yua TOV oupav6, p. 22, lines 4-5), but it
is not until the poetry of the third period, with the focus on
the concept of Paradise, that it gains significance.

42. Decavalles, 'Maria Nefeli and the Changeful Sameness of Elytis',
p. 51.

43. Mapi,a Nc(p6X11, p. 58, lines 1-2.

44. Ibid., p. 60, lines 3-4. "0 EcCitell" and "n Mnpavn" are Elytis'
personifications of the ancient Greek names for the male and
female genitals respectively. For more details on this subject
see M. Konu 'Axng, 'Scholastici Erotica Sapientae Carissimae
Dedicata: 1: To 13acTuAux6v CEVyos aleng xau MnpuOvil', XOtpTilg
Volume 16, Athens, July 1985, pp. 497-8. Cf. HpcpoX6yuo cv6g
wataTou AnpuV,ou, p. 23, lines 6-8.

45. Ta pw TOO 6owTa, pp. 45-6.

46. For example, see pp. 126, 161.
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the existence of a personal Paradise for each person, Elytis writes

that his own would be inhabited, among various things "... an6

nouAu& U0l)	 cnupevouv va xcAan8o6v cAAnvux4 xau va ?ke y .<<tpwTa»

<<t iowTas>>, <<epwTas>>	 n 47

Elytis' final conclusion is that Paradise is a personal notion;

his poetic Paradise, "the third state", may be founded essentially

on the union of opposites, and the purity and importance of sexual

love,
48
 but his final lines in 0 puxpOg vauTi,Xog are simply the

following:

Nau, o Hap&Ocuoos SEV,E(ARIA, pua vouTaXyCa.
061. 6, noX6 ItcpuouOTcpo, pua avTapoual. °HTav
Eva Ouxa(iwpa.49

. . . TO 0a .V.)Tcpo vol5pa 6VOC Ta1tcuvo6 
Hapaóaaou, uou avau o aXOuvOs pas
cauTOs, TO,a)/G0 pas, fl EAcoacpt°,a pas. .

The third aspect of Elytis' personal mythology of the third

period is the poet's heightened interest in language, notably the

sound of words, speech and onomatopoeia.

47. Ibid., p. 38. (For other references to Paradise, see pp. 17
22, 31-2.)

48. Exceptions are To povOypappa and HpepoXOyuo evOs a-9. taTou AnpuAtou.
In the former work, the poet creates a personal Paradise for him-
self and his lover ("ETov Hap&Scuao txw onpaacku eves vnaC /
ATcap&XXaxTo 601) ...") which is based on the notion of true love,
as opposed to sexual love. In the latter it is suggested that
Paradise may be found in Minoan Crete. (See A. AavuTiX, 05uoutas 
EX6Tris. Mua avTixTpo(im nopaa: An6 TO <<HpcpoX6yuo cv6s a'ataTou
AnpuV,ou>> GTOUC <<HpoaavaToXu6po6s>>, Exaocus <<EnumaupOTTITa>>
Athens, 1986, pp. 39, 154-5, 159-60.)

49. 0 puxas vauTiAos, p. 120, lines 14-5.

50. Ibid., p. 121, lines 15-7. (His emphasis)

50
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Elytis has always been interested in language
51
 and in his

second period this element appeared in the

and	 -clists of objects in To 'Piuoy Eau.
53

creation of new words,
52

However the emphasis on

third period, contrasting

such as HpoclavaToALapot 

the acoustic senses reaches a peak in the

strongly with the visual imagery of works

and 'HALog o 1E4Toc.
54

The names of plants appear to be a particular focus in Elytis'

heightened emphasis on the sound of a word; this is a noticeable

feature in To cpw-c66evTpo and Ta pw TOO tpuEa,and 0 pultp6g vav-a,Xog 

in particular.
55

A number of these are unusual, uncommon names,
,

such as "TxuovX-pTcpugpu",
56 

"TCUTWPI,Eg",
57
 nappnocapuce, 58 "Xout%a" 59

,
and "yxopTauan. 60

51. Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 29; Auyv48ng, op.cit., p. 19;
A. ,ExuaMtg, 'llapaTnapeug UTTIV UOUTITUM1f1 yX&	 aJaa TOO 08uaol
EXuTn', AucAux& racppaTa, Volumes 43-4, January-April 1978,
p. 50. See also Elytis' own comments in 'Analogies of Light',
pp. 637-8.

52. For lists of neologisms and rare words used by Elytis in the
poetry of his second period, see MapwvtTrig, op.cit., pp. 24,
163-4; MilToAxil, op.cit., pp. 41-2; AuyyLu, op.cit., pp. 20-1,
23-4; ExuaMtg, op.cit., p. 52.

53. See Chapter 1, footnote 117.

54. This aspect was discussed in Chapter 1, as part of the theory
of "the sanctity of the senses".

55. There are twenty-nine references to plants in To (pw-c6,5EvTpo,
twenty-five in Ta pw Too 4uTa, and more than seventy in 0
puxpos vawa,Aoc. In the poetry of his third period, Elytis
refers to around eighty different species.

56. To poveyypappa, p. 23, line 16.

57. To cpwT6(56-vTpo, p. 25, line 7.

58. 0 puxpOc vauTi,Xoc, p. 71; p. 93 line 4; p. 106, line 1.

59. Ta pw TOO towTa, p. 13, line 2; Ta ETcpo ,aaV), p. 42, line 8;
Maga Neptkri, p. 60, line 24; 0 litAipci vauTC,Xo, p. 73; p. 93,
line 4.

60. 0 potpOs vauTi,Ao, p. 72.



However, the interest is not confined to plant names. In

Hpcp0X(SyLo cvcS aeataTou AnpGX(!,ou,
61 

one "day" is devoted to

"Atcug OtyvwaTcg"; that is, nonsensical words such as "ISTpn",

"aapayLSa", "Tl,VTEXO" and "SEXatva". 62
In one poem in 0 puxpog 

vauTiAog, Elytis portrays himself as a hunter "GTO 5&cog TWO

cpwvricy Twv",
63 

and gives a list of forty-nine words that obviously

appeal to him simply on the basis of sound.

Elytis' heightened interest in language also includes a new

emphasis on speech and dialogue. Mapta NeTtAn, which as Elytis

himself says, "axoXou-act nepuao'OTepo Toug Apoug TOO X6yOU Too
4

,acaTpuxou"
6 
is an obvious example of this,

65
 as is 0 rlXooS o 

ilLATopag, which has a cast of seven characters. However there

is also a number of dialogues in To cpwTOftvTpo
66 

and Ta pw TOO 

tpwTa.
67

- E nouog Etvau auT6g; - 0 cpovoas nou ntpaac
- Ku o TOcog aapaTC‘g yuaTt; - To )(calm,

TO yep&xu (pT(Iveu tcpTaac 	 - KaX4	 xau
nouog oPtccu 664); - 06Tug 06Tug - Acy
Ctxouaa	 nou p g Atcu;68

The emphasis on sound is evidenced in the new interest in

61. HpepoXhLo Duos ectaTou	 AnpuA(.ou, p. 51.

62. Translations and derivations of these words are given in
Aavu,g1A, Nuaatag EXOTng. Mua avTtaTpopn nopEta, p. 146.
Cf. To pwTO5c yTpo, p. 11, line 17 ("AvavT&p pnapnavvIp").

63. 0 poxpoS vauTtXoc, p. 31, line 2.

64. v 'Exw 5Lmai,wpa aav 'EXAnvas 0' avnaux(f) you Tf V TauTOTnT4
pou', p. 55.

65. In particular the section entitled "H Hapouai,a".

66. To cpw-r66c y Tpo , p. 19, lines 12-5; also the poem "To 1167otuvo
Loyo", pp. 25-6.

67. Ta pw TOO 4wTa, pp. 15-6, 27, 36, 45-6. There are also
other examples.

68. To cpwT66EvTpo, p. 17, lines 11-4.

145.
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onomatopoeia
69
 which is particularly notable in To cpw-rOftvTpo, Ta pw 

TOO tpuTa and MapLa NET6Xn. Elytis' onomatopoeia relates to animals,
70

or mechanical
71
 and metallic noises,

72
 many having a repetitive sound.

METaTOnl46 TO otypLonol5XL ItLT-TUT TUIVW UTOUg

(3 PhOUg TnV aVoELa	 Mecy' CTLS yo60,cc f 73
T ' appupO v€p6 TA.Gt-TAA • OX0 TaLpnoXoyouac

NTAxou - vTo6xo1 pnxav&m,, 74
VTAXOU TO TtaXa pcpaxt,

MapCa NE(pan also reveals another change in the poet's use of

language. Elytis has said

... I want the text to be completely virginal and
far removed from the everyday usage of words.
I would go so far as to say I want it to be
contrary to colloquial usage. The tone of my
poetry is always somewhat elevated ...
the poet should strive for something which is 
pure.75

and yet the language of the two characters' parallel monologues is

definitely colloquial: the Antiphonist employs this language to

make himself understood in the girl's own terms, and Maria Nefeli

69. The only previous example of onomatopoeia in both Elytis' first
and second periods occurs in H maXoa6vil OTLS Xumoimpag, Poem
IV, line 7.

70. To (purcift yTpo, p. 19, line 6; p. 25, line 3; p. 62, line 10;
0 fI XLog o 71XLATopag, p. 10, line 8; Ta pw TOU towTa, p. 21,
lines 13, 16; p. 22, lines 13, 16; p. 27, line 17; Mapia NccgAn,
p. 107, line 11.

71. MapCa NeTbtn, p. 19, line 6; p. 20, lines 17-20; p. 49, line 16;
p. 60, line 2; 0	 xp6s vauTbtog, p. 104, line 15.

72. To QWT65.EVTIDO, p. 11, line 10; Ta pw TOU towTa, p. 41, line 11;
Mapi.a NE(pan, p. 31, lines 6-8; Tpta notApaTa, p. 24, line 28.

73. To cpwTO5E yTpo, p. 17, lines 1-3.

74. Ta pw TOU pwTa, p. 30, lines 3-4.

75. 'Analogies of Light', p. 638. (His emphasis)
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often uses slang.
76

This new colloquialism is very strking;

Karandonis confessed that he (and others) believed that "o EXI5Tn

Tns <<Mapi,aS NccptAnc>> 6e hatvcu Itcp6ua1tvcn".
77

For not only has the poet employed a new colloquial tone,

he has included frequent technological neologisms,
78
 trade names,

79

foreign words and phrases,
80
 and profanity.

81

NESCAFE LINGUAPHONE
aav c jgpuXXa ncpuo6ux6v Onou OAFS pnflx-
PARKER WATERMAN BIC
pnlyptavc liAltOTE 01, wpa%ES 1LaS ptpac
TpuavTaTuUtvucc Onwg TO Hopttau 82
Trig ELIZABETH ARDEN xau Tng NINA RICCI.

The use of foreign words and phrases in Elytis' poetry of

the third period contrasts strongly with his previous work. In

his second period where the emphasis is on the Greek linguistic

76. Elytis does say that Mapta NEcptXn is the exception to the rule
of purity of language. (Loc.cit.) The poem is his first to
take place in an urban environment, and this change is reflected
in both the imagery and language; as he says in another interview
"..• n pcTaTOnuaA	 •pou an6	 (00-11 GTTIV n6An, pou cntf3aUc puav
EVTEXAg (51,a(pOPETW4 txTpaan. 0 Alyyog 6E GTTIPtC6TaL nua GT11
anavuoTnTa	 Emiatwpa aav 'EXAnvag v' avnaux j) yua
Tnv TaUTOTTITjt pou', p. 55).

77. KapavT6vnc, rua TOV Muaata EATn, p. 245.

78. For example, see Mapta Ne(gXn, p. 105, line 7 ("pcs GTO 6u6cpavo
VLX0V fl TO VTPCXXOV"); p. 28, line 7 ("E(56C TO mercurochrome
to tensoplast").

79. See the poem "Ich sehe dich" (pp. 103, 105) passim. A list is
also given in KcaAtOng-Han&coyXou, op.cit., p. 182. Both these
elements (that is, the technological and trade names) are
introduced for the first time in Elytis' poetry of the third
period.

80. See below, footnotes 85-90 for details.

81. For example, see Mapta NccptAn, p. 85, line 25; p. 87, line 2.
(Cf. To 'Muov'EaTt, p. 74, line 18); p. 38, line 6.

82. Ibid., p. 103, line 27 and p. 105, lines 1-5.
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heritage ("TH FAEZEEA pot) Lway EXXnvux-6 / TO ant-ru OT(X6X0 GTLC

appou5L6 TOO Oalpou / Movhn tyvoLa n yAjJaaa pm) aTug appouOut

TOO Oalpou"),
83
 there are no foreign language references; in the

first period, reflecting the influence of French surrealists, the

few quotations and phrases are French.
84

However, in the third there are some French phrases,
85
 but

these are now supplemented by examples from other languages, notably

German,
86
 English,

87
 and Italian

88
 and Spanish

89
 to a lesser extent.

'AvoLEn Love Amour and Liebe
'AvouEn no nein xau non!90

Elytis sees this increasing reliance on foreign words as a

result of another change in his poetry:

83. To ' AELOV EaTt8,, p. 28, lines 1-3.

84. See HpoaavaToALapoC,, pp. 9, 57, 145.

85. For example, see the list of flowers' names in French in Ta
eTcpo .ki), p. 44, lines 13-22; also Mapta NEcptAn, p. 54, line
8; p. 72, line 21; Tp(,a notApaTa, p. 13, lines 26-7; and
quotations from Nerval, Mallarme, Rimbaud, Baudelaire and
Eluard in 0 puxpoS vauT(JAog, pp. 41-2.

86. Maga Neciobn, p. 30, lines 19-22; p. 32, line 1; p. 103, lines
1-2; 0 pux0c vauTiAog, p. 40, lines 1-4, 18-22; p. 41, lines
1-2.

87. For example, Maga NE(ptAn, p. 34; p. 72, line 18; p. 98, line
18; Tp,a noulipaTa, p. 32, lines 2-3; p. 33, line 4; 0 pLmag 
vauTCAoc, p. 40, line 6; p. 105, line 14; and quotations from
Blake, Yeats and Pound, pp. 40-3.

88. Mapta Nscpan, p. 41, lines 14-5; HpEpoXOyuo cv6g a-ataT0u locpuV,ov,
p. 54, lines 5-9; 0 puRpOg vauTi,Aog, p. 39, lines 7-9, 13-5;
p.40, lines 8, 10, 12; p. 43, line 1. Elytis also includes some
Latin phrases.

89. Tot ETcpo .e-aVI, p. 18, line 25; Maga NE(gxn, p. 73, line 12;
0 puipcig vauTt',Xo, p. 42, line 20.

90. Ta cTcpo ,aaVI, p. 14, lines 6-7.
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ETa,660 TeXcuTata you riu0Ata [Elytis is
presumably referring to'Mapta'NcTan and
Tpta nouTipaTu], peTaToitCopuu an6 Tn TUGT1

GTTIV noXuTctLa, mau pOtXtiaTa Tn,a6yxpovn,
<<xoapon0AuT1,xn roXuTctd>. MLa TtToua xtvrioTI,
ovouxO TiTlaVe va pou enuMtAXcu tvav apu-ap6
,XtEcwv nou n Sev tX0UV TO aVTLJGTOLXO Toug
GTU cUriv1x4	 }tat, nov av TO tXOUV, IEIEV ItaTop.e.6vouv
va Sc'000vv Triv:atTaflan nov cnuOuLw.91

Nevertheless, this explanation does not wholly account for the

often extreme overuse of foreign words, notably brand names, in Mapta 

NcTbal, nor for the foreign references in works that are not set in

an urban environment. Perhaps aware of the striking change in the

purity of the language used in the first and second periods, and the

third, Elytis goes on to say:

Et.pa, A&Tong Tng cUnvudig aXX& (5u6Xou
ma-aapoXOyog..Etpw OTL Etvau pLa yX6aaa
OuanoTuaptvn an6 TL S ptcg tvwx) yXw666v
GE 600 f3a .ap6 xat, ou OcUtes yA6aaeg.etvau
OuanoTuaptvcg an6.ptcg cUnvuxts. <<Taiyc
TTIV npOoSo xau pc Ta 0.066La Hat, pc Ta 92
movito6TauxTrig>>, nov tAcya OTT' <<Map(,a NEQU/1>>.

Parallelling the interest in foreign words and phrases is a

large number of allusions to various Europeans (other than Greeks).
93

Many are surrealist writers and artists, and there are also references

to various poets; Elytis also mentions many composers, painters and

even Stalin.
94

91. 'H Yntp0aan xau n rewptTprion', p. 761.

92. Loc.cit.

93. Cf. with the references to Greek historical figures (such as
Androutsos) and writers (Solomos and Papadiamantis) in Elytis'
second period.

94. An extensive list, including references, is given in KcTaXtöng-
Han&CoyXou, op.cit., p. 182. See also 0 puxpOg vauTi,Xog,
pp. 39-43; p. 20, line 2; p. 54, line 2; p. 57, line 11; Mapta 
NeT an, p. 79, line 4; p. 85, line 22; To TwTO66vTpo, p. 32,
lines 9-10.
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Nevertheless, all these foreign references do not detract from

the "Greekness" of Elytis' poetry; rather, they are balanced by a

final aspect of Elytis' personal mythology of the third period, an

emphasis on Greece's Eastern heritage. As early as 1954 Kimon Friar

noted that Elytis "stresses those Oriental factors that go to make

up the characteristic Mediterranean type, a type which has been

dangerously weakened in the modern world".
95

This element, however, does not become pronounced until To

TwTO6cyTpo, and other collections of Elytis' third period, where

Greece is seen in a wider universal context. Decavalles suggests

that the new interest in, and deeper awareness of, Greece's ancient

links with the East may be traced to the period in which To (IADT66evTpo 

was written (1969-70), during which time Elytis was living outside

Greece, in Paris, and ag gressive claims were being renewed against the

Aegean.
96

New dangers arose as to the poet's Ionian-Aeolian
native world which made the poet, as never before
so emphatically, claim the inherent, age-old
cultural and emotional Greekness of that world and
its deeper connection with the Orient ... 97

Whatever the reason, Elytis is keenly aware of the Eastern

heritage and its importance;
98
 Greece's unique geographical position,

95. Quoted in M. Papanikolaou et al., 'Odysseus Elytis: A Critical
Mosaic' (trans. A. Decavalles and B. Spanos), The Charioteer,
Volume 1, Number 2, Autumn 1960, p. 66.

96. Decavalles, 'Maria Nefeli and the Changeful Sameness of Elytis',
pp. 35-6. "86votTog }tau Av&aTaat, TOU KwvaTavTi,vou HaXauoAyou",
a poem in which Elytis "pays a lingering tribute to his Byzantine
heritage" (Friar, The Sovereign Sun, p. 32), was also written
during this period.

97. Decavalles, ibid., p. 36. Cf. Auxyaac, op.cit., p. 117.

98. See Elytis' comments in the interview 'Analogies of Light', p. 642:

... Greece was never only (part of the Western world).
There was always the oriental side which occupied
an important place in the Greek spirit ... (and) which
should not be neglected.
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in terms of the East, is even stated in his poetry. 99

A number of allusions to names of Turkish and Eastern figures'°°

... TOG ana .auec TOO OupL) xat.; TO Tpi,xXuvo
TOO Nu/n(1)461)10i

conveys the Oriental aspect of Greece, as do references to

geographical places,
102 a

nd Asia itself:
103

To civ!tyycXp& you TO cCaaxw , 104
GTO MtUpo xau 6T11 Aapaaxo

This last example, from a poem significantly entitled "0

xapaLAtwv", also illustrates another element in Elytis' portrayal

of Greece's Eastern heritage in the poetry of his third period. In

contrast to the theme of the Greek Orthodox religion, and its influence

on the Greek people, which was one of the aspects of Elytis' personal

mythology of the second period, from To TwT6ScvTpo onwards the poet

increasingly refers to elements of the Eastern religions:

K4vc pc Mwapc-aav6
105

va npoaxuv6 YTfl mcxxa

99. For example, "UTTIC MOVTUVIC Avatokrig TOO AToug" (To (pwT6ScvTpo,
p. 41, line 19); "HOuvw an6 Tns AvaToV1 TT) opaauet" (Ta c-cepo.b.aVI,
p. 16, line 4.

100. This element is exemplified in the lists of names in To (1)63T66cvTpo,
p. 32, lines 7-10; p. 33, lines 1-2; HpepoAyuo cw'n wataTou 
Aup04,ou, p. 33, lines 3-12.

101. To cpwTO8cvTpo, p. 34, lines 11-2.

102. Ibid., p. 24, line 5; p. 49, line 5; Ta pw TOO 4wTa, p. 50, line
4; Tga noul)paTa, p. 15, line 3; 0 puxpOg vauTCAos, p. 105, lines
18-23.

103. To cpwTOSEvTpo, p. 28, line 10; Ta cTcpooLV), p. 18, line 9; p. 51,
line 26.

104. Ta pw TOO 4wTa, p. 54, lines 1-2; p. 55, lines 13-4.

105. Ibid., p. 61, lines 1-2. See also p. 52, lines 1-2; Mapi,a NETtAn,
p. 53, line 21.
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This chapter has examined Elytis' personal mythology of his

third period, the last stage in its development. More specifically

it has discussed the four aspects that constitute it: Elytis' theory

of solar metaphysics; his notion of, and search for, Paradise; the

increasing interest in language; and the emphasis on Greece's

Eastern heritage.

The first, the poet's theory of solar metaphysics, was shown to

be the major characteristic of his personal mythology of this period.

An examination of this personal and unique theory revealed it to be

based on the notion of the "mystery of light"; that is, that mystery

may be found in light, not in darkness. Furthermore, Elytis believes

that the sun or light acts as a revelatory medium, through which the

meaning of life occurs to one in momentary messages, or "flashes". This

belief is illustrated in references to Elytis' own such experiences,

and exemplified in the symbol of the TwT6(56vTpo.

As well as being the most significant element in his personal

mythology of the third period, Elytis' theory of solar metaphysics

was shown to be a final stage in the changing portrayal of the sun in

his poetry. From a central personification in the work of his first

period, it has developed to become a symbol for justice, and finally,

the main protagonist in Elytis' theory of solar metaphysics.

The second aspect, the notion of, and search for, Paradise was

demonstrated not to be connected in any way with the theme of religious

tradition (and more specifically, the formative influence of the Greek

Orthodox Church) which characterized the work of the second period.

Indeed the search for Paradise may be said to be a continual theme in

all three periods; however it is particularly noticeable in the poetry

of this last period, due to the number of references to the word

"naa5cLoog". The influence of Plato, which is restricted to the

poetry of the third period, was suggested as another factor.

Elytis' notion of Paradise was shown to be closely connected to
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his theory of the union of opposites, and this relationship to be

expressed symbolically in the phrase "TU TaTa 6w. Another
significant element in this notion was the importance of sexual love

in Paradise, particularly that which was unfettered by any Christian

idea of the Original Sin.

The third aspect is a heightened interest in language, which

upon further examination was shown to be foreshadowed in earlier

periods, in the choice of plant names for example. Nevertheless,

the emphasis on the acoustic senses should be seen as confined mainly

to the poetry of Elytis' third period. This interest in language

takes several forms: an emphasis on the sound of a word, rather than

any symbolic meaning; the increased use of speech and dialogue; a new

interest in onomatopoeia; a colloquialism, which embraces trade names,

technological neologisms, slang;andaprofusion of foreign words and

phrases.

This last element is balanced by the final aspect of Elytis'

personal mythology in his third period, namely, the emphasis on Greece's

Eastern heritage. This was illustrated in a number of references to

geographical places, Turkish and Eastern figures, and Eastern religions,

as well as to Greece's unique position in terms of its proximity to the

East.

These four aspects constitute the poet's personal mythology of

his poetry of the third period; although some elements may be foreshadowed

in earlier work, it should be stressed that this final stage of his

personal mythology is without doubt a new development, and not a

repetition of earlier ideas.
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CONCLUSION

In examining Elytis' personal mythology this thesis has

endeavoured to illustrate that it is an integral part of his poetry,

and essential to an understanding of his work.

Personal mythology, rather than being a form of mythology as

the name might suggest, was defined as a kind of poetic credo,

composed of a system of theories coupled with various themes and

motifs. Its role in Elytis' poetry was shown to be of great

significance: firstly, it dictates the focus of each period in

terms of content and theme, and also imagery and expression;

secondly, it provides Elytis with a means, along with surrealism,

of portraying the "true face of Greece".

Furthermore, it was stated that there are two aspects to

Elytis' personal mythology, representing the constant, and the

changing elements. The first is composed of the set of theories

whose expression is not limited to the poetry of one period, but

permeates Elytis' work as a whole. This continuity provides a

framework for his personal mythology, and gives greater cohesion

to his poetry.

These repeated elements were examined in detail in Chapter One;

they are Elytis' concept of the union of opposites; his theory of

the instantaneous impression; meteorism; the importance of the

structure of a poem, and the related significance of the number

seven; and the concept of "the sanctity of the senses".

The first, Elytis' concept of the union of opposites, was

shown to be based on both Heracleitus' theory of opposites, and

surrealist belief. This theory is illustrated in various motifs

which recur throughout Elytis' work, such as the portrayal of the

sea as a second sky; the image of the colours white and black as one;

the union of two diametrically opposed persons, a motif exemplified
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in the characters of Maria and the Antiphonist in Mapi,a Ne(pbtn; and

the union of abstract ideas,a motif found in To 'ALov EaTi, in

particular.

The instantaneous impression is described by Elytis as where

a single impression or action forms the basis of an entire poem.

This theory finds best expression in the work of the second and

third periods; in Elytis' earlier poetry it frequently takes the

form of beginning and ending a poem with the same line(s).

The third repeated element, meteorism, is expressed in various

ways throughout Elytis' work. In the poetry of his first period,

there are no symbolic connotations: creatures simply rise towards

the heights. In the second period, meteorism is connected with

the poet's new interest in the religious tradition, and the emphasis

is on resurrection as a form of meteorism; this is best illustrated

in the figure of the soldier in 'Aapa nowi:x6 xau TEL-aupo yua TOV 

xapLo ay'auRoXoxayO TnC AX(3avi,a. Finally, in the third period,

meteorism is portrayed as a flight towards "Ta Tpt',Ta 6W, or
Paradise. Mention was also made of a recurrent motif in Elytis' work,

the "girl-angel" in flight who often brings a message.

Elytis' interest in the structure of a poem, the fourth element,

was shown to be based on two things: his belief that a poem's form

should be bound inseparably with its content; and his desire to

express himself within a framework. This element is present in

Elytis' early poetry in the deliberate arrangement of lines, and the

use of repetition and parallelism; To 'AELov EaTi, is the first work

to present the concept of a formal poetic framework, with To

povOypappa and Maria Nccpbtfl employing even more intricate mathematical

patterns. Furthermore, a common feature in all of Elytis' poetry in

terms of structure is his emphasis on the number seven: close

examination revealed every single collection to be based upon this

number, or multiples of it.

A final element is Elytis' concept of the "sanctity of the

senses"; influenced by surrealism, a movement which placed great
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importance on the senses, Elytis relies heavily on an appeal to

the senses in all three periods. It was shown nevertheless that

the emphasis gradually changes from the primarily visual imagery

of the first period, to a greater interest in the acoustic senses

in the third period.

The second aspect of Elytis' personal mythology concerns the

changing emphasis between periods. This personal mythology may be

divided into three stages which correspond to the three periods of

Elytis' poetry; each of these three stages presents a different focus,

which determines the content, imagery and expression of the poems of

that period. The other three chapters of this thesis were devoted

to an analysis of the personal mythology of each period, and a

discussion of its development.

Chapter Two examined the poetry of Elytis' first period, and

it was shown that the inspiration for the personal mythology of this

period lay in the poet's desire to replace the usual allusions to

figures from Classical mythology with something that better

represented the "true face of Greece". In his search for the sources

of the neo-Hellenic world, he preferred to concentrate on the genuine

mythopoeic urge, the impulse that led man to create a primitive

mythology, rather than any ritualized literary tradition.

He found this source, or mechanism, of mythmaking in the

ancient cultures' desire to personify Nature: the expression of

natural events and phenomena in human terms so that one might better

understand them. The device of personification therefore became a

major element in Elytis' personal mythology of his first period.

It was shown that although Elytis uses two methods of

personification in his work, the first being the personification of

abstract ideas, his preferred method is to personify elements of

Nature (as did the ancient cultures). The chapter then examined

those elements of Nature that are personified in Elytis' poetry

with especial reference to HpoaavaToXuapoi, and 'HXLoS o naro: the
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sun, the sea, the earth, the wind, and various trees and plants.

Anthropomorphism is a major theme in Greek mythology; it was

demonstrated that the theme of metamorphosis is also an extremely

ancient one, and particularly common in Greek mythology. This fact,

combined with the importance that the surrealist movement placed on

the principle of transformation, inspired Elytis to employ the device

of metamorphosis as the second element in his personal mythology of

his first period.

Despite being partly inspired by the Greek mythological

treatment of the theme of transformation, it was revealed that

Elytis does not refer to mythical figures in his own use of the

device, restricting his borrowings to the motif of the hyacinth.

Instead, Nature plays an important role in his metamorphoses, of

which there are three types.

The first category involves the transformation of man (generally

a girl) into an element of Nature; examples of this type include the

HopTomaXLcua, Magva, and the motif of the hyacinth. The second

portrays the metamorphosis of Nature into man; this is exemplified

in the metamorphosis of the Greek landscape, generally an island,

into a woman. The third category involves the transformation of

abstract ideas into elements of Nature, with the most famous example

the metamorphosis of a girl's early morning mood into a pomegranate

tree.

Nevertheless, Elytis' choice of the themes of personification

and metamorphosis as the basis for a personal mythology, whose

function was to portray the "true face of Greece", was to prove

limited in scope. Elytis was merely replacing the post-Renaissance,

"glory that was Greece" image with one of a Greek island Utopia,

suspended in time. His experiencesin the Albanian Campaign, coupled

with a desire to change his expression,were to lead to a new focus

for his personal mythology of the second period; namely, a new

awareness of his country's historical and cultural tradition.
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This tradition which now interested Elytis, one which had

enabled the Greek people to survive centuries of conflict and

catastrophes, and which had preserved the Greek culture, was

threefold in his eyes - historical; literary; and religious - with

each aspect giving some form of encouragement and comfort.

Chapter Three examined this new focus in Elytis' personal

mythology of his second period, with particular reference to these

three aspects. The first, a new awareness of the country's history,

is reflected in the fact that all but one of the works of the second

period are inspired by Greek historical events of the twentieth

century. In particular, the poet has focussed on Greece's many

struggles for freedom.

The two works which offer the best expression of this theme

of Greece's historical tradition, 'Aapa rflowUmO	 TEL).0-Lpo yuct TOV 

xap6vo avunoXoxay6 Trls Wavi,ag and To 'ALov EUTlid, were then

examined in greater detail, and it was shown that in both there is

a central historical period, which forms the basis of the work. In

the case of the former this period is 1940-1, the years of the

Albanian Campaign. To ' AELOV EUTl, has a much broader foundation,

being based on the Second World War (including the Albanian Campaign,

the Occupation, and subsequent Civil War); the middle part, "Ta

is divided into three sections that correspond to these three events.

To give a greater depth and significance to the central

historical event, Elytis also refers to other Greek struggles for

freedom; in 'Aapa npaA Hat, It6v .,&Lpo yLa TOV XOLTIVO ave-unoXoxay6 

Tqc 1043avi,ac, for example, there are allusions to the 1821 War of

Independence. In To ' AELOV Ear many periods of Greek history

co-exist: Elytis refers not only to the 1821 War, drawing a

parallel between the fighters of that struggle and the soldiers

in the Albanian Campaign, but also to the Balkan Wars, and periods

from Byzantine and Ancient history. This approach - providing a

background that is based on more than one period of history - suggests

a series of multiple levels of history that reflects the Greek

historical tradition.
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This approach is also parallelled in Elytis' treatment of the

second aspect, namely the theme of Greece's literary tradition, in

the poet's mix of sources. Two separate literary traditions in

particular - Byzantine and demotic - provide most of the sources,

reflecting Elytis' belief that "purely Greek elements" are those

engendered by these two traditions; nevertheless this does not

preclude his use of Ancient sources. The interweaving of these

three traditions graphically illustrates the wealth of the Greek

literary heritage; moreover, Elytis' system of allusions referring

only to the Greek literary tradition contrasts markedly with the

French influence of the poetry of his first period.

The influence of these three traditions on the poetry of the

second period was then discussed in greater detail, and it was

revealed that Elytis' use of Ancient sources was due, to a large

extent, to his recognition of Modern Greek's linguistic debt to

the ancient language, and the idea of linguistic continuity. He

refers to several ancient authors, among them Homer and Sappho.

It is Byzantine hymnology which plays a much more significant

role in To 'ACuov ECY'ai; its influence may be seen in the work's

structure and its title. In particular, the sections "Ta la "
(notably the Odes, which may be likened to kontakia) and "To

AoCaaTunOv" best illustrate Elytis' employment of the Byzantine

literary tradition.

The third source, the demotic literary tradition consists of

two strands: folksongs and Cretan literature of the seventeenth

century; and writers of the nineteenth century. The influence of

the former is exemplified in 'Aapc npwUx6 Rau TtL) ,9upo yua Toy 

X04.1vo ave.unoXoxay6 Tres AX(iavidas, which may be classified as a

poupoXOyu, and exhibits various characteristics of folksongs; To

'ACuov DITTl, also contains references to folksongs, and mentions

Aretousa. In terms of the second strand, the two most important

sources are Solomos and Makriyiannis, whose influence is discernible

in the Readings of To 'ACuov EaTts, in particular.
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The third aspect of Elytis' personal mythology in the second

period is the theme of religious tradition. This refers especially

to the Greek Orthodox tradition, and reflects the poet's belief

that its continuity has acted as a formative influence on the Greek

people.

This theme is introduced in 'Aapa ripw'ClicS xau TcL ,aupo yLa TOV 

X046vo avaurcooxay6 TT-1 AX3av(-ac and is exemplified in the hero's

resurrection, which emphasizes the Christian parallel. It is

developed further in To 'itiuoy EGT(' and 	 xau pua TO(j)c 	 yua TOV 

oupavO, and its portrayal may be categorized into two areas:

Biblical borrowings (seen in the modelling of the section "H

rtycau" and the Psalms of "Ta II&W on their Biblical counterparts);

and the juxtaposition of Christian and pagan motifs, as a reflection

of the interweaving of these two traditions within the Greek

Orthodox Church. Examples of the latter category include the

Sun/God figure of "H Ilveau"; the Mermaid Madonna; the motif of

the dolphin entwined around a trident, an alternative to the symbol

of the cross; and Apc-ci'l.

In the third period Elytis' personal mythology undergoes a

further change in focus, with the emphasis on the personal aspect

of that mythology. This is reflected in the importance given to

such elements as the poet's private theory of solar metaphysics,

and his personal search for Paradise. At the same time, in his

portrayal of the "true face of Greece", Elytis portrays his country

in a wider context, as part of an Eastern culture; the influence of

foreign languages on Greek is also an important theme.

These four aspects of Elytis' personal mythology in his third

period - his theory of solar metaphysics; his notion of, and search

for, Paradise; the increasing interest in language; and the emphasis

on Greece's Eastern heritage - were examined in detail in Chapter Four.

It was shown that the poet's theory of solar metaphysics, a

major element of his personal mythology, is based on his notion of
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the "mystery of light". Moreover, Elytis believes that the sun or

light provides a medium through which the meaning of life occurs to

one in momentary messages, or "flashes"; motifs, such as the dolphins

in the sunlight, which are based on the poet's own experience, serve

to illustrate further his theory of solar metaphysics.

Elytis' notion of Paradise was shown to be based to a great

extent on his theory of the union of opposites, rather than any

religious concept, and this relationship to be expressed in the

symbolic phrase, "TU. TgTa 501". Another significant element in

this notion is the importance of sexual love in Paradise.

The poet's heightened interest in language, the third aspect

of his personal mythology of this period, is reflected in the

importance given to the acoustic senses in the third period. This

interest takes several forms: an emphasis on the sound of a word,

rather than any symbolic meaning; the increased use of speech and

dialogue; a new interest in onomatopoeia; a colloquialism, which

encompasses trade names, technological neologisms, and slang, and

which is exemplified in his first work set in an urban environment,

Maga Ne(pbtn; and a number of foreign words and phrases.

The fourth aspect is the emphasis given to Greece's Eastern

heritage, which represents a final stage in Elytis' portrayal of

the "true face of Greece". This association with the East is

illustrated in a number of references to Turkish and Oriental figures,

geographical places, and Eastern religions, as well as to Greece's

position in terms of its proximity to the East.

This second aspect of Elytis' personal mythology (that is, the

existence of three stages, each with a different focus) shows a

development in scope and maturity. From being based on the themes

of personification and metamorphosis, it has broadened to focus on

the cultural tradition of Greece, and progressed beyond that to an

emphasis on the poet's personal theories and experiences.
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This development coupled with the cohesive framework provided

by the set of theories whose expression permeates all three periods

of his poetry, clearly demonstates that Elytis' personal mythology

is a unique personal poetic credo that shapes his work, rather than

any simplistic system of symbols. Certainly its significance can

not be overstated: it is the very foundation upon which his poems

are based.

In 0 puxpOc vauTLAos Elytis refers to a lengthy lexicon of

key words and motifs in his poetry as "0 051-1)(6c pou". As he writes:

'OTav LouEa TOV 05 	 pou, xaTC‘Xaf3a
.M6vo.X6Ccuc. AXX&,	 uou obilyo6aav
p' axpicua a' auTO nou yiveua.1

The same may be said of Elytis' personal mythology: that is, an

understanding of the "vocabulary" of his mythology is an essential

prelude to a fuller appreciation of the work of this unique Greek

poet.

1. 0 puxpOs vombtoc, p. 71, lines 1-3.
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APPENDIX A

WORKS BY ODYSSEUS ELYTIS

1: Poetry

1940	 HpoaavaToXuapot,

1943	 'nuog o Rayrog paa pc TUC napaXXay6g naves	 first period
GE puav axTL5a

1945	 'AGpa ripcoUx6 xau nMupo yua TOV xaavo
avaunoAoxay6 Trig Waviiag

1947	 H xecAoa6vn aTug Aumonopag

1959	 To 'AEuov EGTL

1960	 'EEn xau pua TO(licu yua TOV oupavO

second period   

third period

1971	 To cpwT6c5cvTpo xau	 TkTapTri opop(pai

1971	 0 flAuog o nAu&Topag

1972	 To povOypappa

1972	 Ta pw TOU e pwTa

1974	 Ta cTcpo.e.akti

1977	 EripaToX6yuov

1978	 Mapt,a Nc(gXri

1982	 Tga noutIpaTa pc aripai,a cuxaupt",ag

1984	 HpcpoXhuo cv6s aaTou AnpuXt',ov

1985	 0 puxpOs vauTOtog

1A: Collections of Poetry

1979	 ExAoyi'l 1935-1977 



2. Prose

1973	 0 wypc4og 0c141,Xog

1974	 AVOLXT& XapTL&

1976	 H payaa Too HanaöuaaNTTI

1978	 AVO4Op& UTOV AvSpta Epncupt,xo

3. Translations

1974	 Mn6pToAT MnaxT: 0 KOxAog pc TTIV KupwAt!,a GTOV

Kaimaao.

1976	 Ac6Tcpfl rpolcA

1984	 Ean4

1985	 IcAvvris: H anox&Au01

164.

This is a very select list, limited to Elytis' major publications.
Further details, including dates of individual poems and articles
published by Elytis, may be obtained from M. Vitti, 06-oacl6ag EATTIg:
BLOALoypacga 1935-1971, (Euvcpyaa(da AyycAL)41 FotOwa&), <<'Ixapoc>>,
Athens, 1977; and A. ActaxaVygouXog, 'BLOXLoypacpux6 081JaaLt EATfl:
1971-1986', ApTrig, Volumes 21-3, Athens, 1986.
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APPENDIX B

BIOGRAPHY OF ODYSSEUS ELYTIS

1911	 2 November. Born Odysseus Alepoudhelis in Heraklion to
parents Panayiotis and Maria (née Vrana) Alepoudhelis,
both from Lesbos.

1914	 Family moves to Athens.

1917-23 Attends Makris School.

1924-8	 Attends r' rupvetaLo Apavwv Aenv6v.
1928	 First contact with surrealism, when he reads Eluard's

L'amour la poe.sie. Begins writing first poems.

1930-5	 Attends School of Law at University of Athens, but leaves
without taking degree. There he meets George Sarandaris.

1935	 Listens to a lecture by Andreas Embirikos on surrealism,
and the two become acquainted. Comes into contact with
Karandonis, and other members of the circle of Ta Nta 
ralppaTa. First publication of his poems in the November
issue.

1936-9	 Continues to write and publish poems in Ta Nta riAppaTa.

1939	 Publication of HpoaavaToXuapoL

1940-1	 Serves as a second lieutenant in First Army Corps in Albania.

1943	 Publication of 'nuos o nacos.

1945	 Publication of 'Aapa flpwCx6 xau ntvaupo )(La TOV xaptvo 
av ,h)noXoxay6 Tfl$ AXISavCas.

1945-6	 Director ofE.I.P. (D5vux6 'ISpupa PaEluowlya,ag).

1947	 Publication of H MUX0015V/1 UTUC Xuxonoputs.

1948	 Travels to Switzerland and Paris, where he meets Breton,
Eluard, Jouve, Camus, Char and other French writers.

1949	 A founding member of the Association International des
Critiques d'Art. Becomes acquainted with Picasso, Matisse
and other artists.

1950	 Travels to Spain and England, the latter at the invitation
of the British Council.

1951	 Travels to Italy. Returns to Greece.

1952-3	 Member of Group of Twelve.
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1953	 Member of Societe. Europeenne de Culture, and Administrative
Board of the National Theatre.

1953-4	 Director of E.I.P.

1955	 Elected President of Administrative Board of EXXnvuxO
XopOSpapa.

1959	 Publication of To I ACUOV EUTL

1960	 Publication of 'Eri xau pua .TU(1El.s yua TON) oupavO.
Receives First State Prize in Poetry for To 'Mum) EUTt.

1961	 Member of Communita. Europea degli Scrittori. Travels to
U.S.A. at invitation of State Department.

1962	 In December travels to Soviet Union with Embirikos and
Theotakas, at the invitation of the government.

1964	 Member of Administrative Board of the National Theatre.
First performance of Theodorakis' oratorio of To sPiEuov 

1965	 Travels to Bulgaria with Theotokas, at the invitation of
the Association of Bulgarian Writers. Decorated by king.

1966	 Travels to France in the spring.

1967	 Travels to Egypt.

1969-71 Leaves Greece and lives in Paris.

1971	 Publication of To cpcoTO5evTpo and 0 1)2uos o nXavropac.

1972	 Publication of To povhpappa and Ta pw TOU tpwTa.
Receives Ford Foundation Grant; also refuses Grand Prize
for Literature offered by military regime. Declines to
become member of Athenian Academy.

1974	 Publication of Ta urepo .htkri. Member of Administrative
Board of National Theatre. After the fall of the Junta,
turns down an offer to become a Member of Parliament.

1978	 Publication of Mapta Nccpb.n. Receives honorary doctorate
from University of Thessalonica.

1979	 Receives Nobel Prize for Literature.

1980	 Receives honorary doctorate from Sorbonne University.
Exhibition of his collages. Travels to Spain at invitation
of Prime Minister, and is received by king.

1981	 Receives honorary doctorate from the University of London.
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1982	 Publication of Tga itoullaTa. Awarded Gold Medal of Honour
by City of Athens.

1984	 Publication of HpepoX(SyLo cvOc waLTou AnpuV,ou.

1985	 Publication of 0 potag  vauTi,Xog.

The information included in this Appendix has been compiled from
the following sources: A. AaaxaX6nouXoc, 'XpowAyuo 06,uaaL
EXOTT1 1911-1986', XCcp-plc, Volumes 21-3, Athens November, 1986,
pp. 261-80; M. Vitti, 05ucla6ag EXISTng: KpuTumfi pcX'r <<Epps>>,
Athens, 1984, pp. 329-39; 0. EATT1C, 'AuCtypappa 13boypacpumi'lg
xpovoXoyLxs', AuoXunC4 racppaTa, Volumes 43-4, 1978, pp. 174-8.
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